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1. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: 
Item 4.3 of the Agenda (Document EB37/conf.Doc. No. 25) (continued from-
the twelfth meeting, section 5 ) ：……… .二 

The CHAIRMAN invited attention to the following draft resolution, which had been 

prepared by the Rapporteurs: 

The Executive Board， 

Having examined the proposed amendments to the Rules of Procedure of the 
Executive Board, 

ADOPTS the amended Rules of Procedure set Torth below:…“ 

Rule 5 

The Board shall hold at least two sessions a year. It shall determine at 
each session the time and place of its next session» 

Notices convening the Board shall be sent Ъу the DirectoiMJeneral, six 
weeks before the commencement of a regular session, to the members of the Board, 
to States Members and Associate Members and to the organizations referred to 
in Rule 4 invited to be represented at the session. 

Rule 9 

Except in the case of sessions convened under Rule 6 the provisional 
agenda of each session shall include, inter alia: 

d 

all items the inclusion of which has been ordered by thç 
Health Assembly; 

all items the inclusion of which has been ordered by the Board 
at a previous session; 

any item proposed by a State Member or Associate Member of the 
Organization; 

any item proposed by a member of the Board; 

e subject to such preliminary consultation as may be necessary between 
the Director-General and the Secretary General of the United Nations, 
any item proposed by the United Nations ； 



(f) any item proposed by алу specialized agency with which the 
Organization has entered into effective relations; and 

(g) any item, proposed by the Director-General• 

Any proposal for the inclusion on the agenda of алу item under (c)， （d), 
(e) and (f) shall reach.the Director-General not later than eight weeks before 
the commencement of the session. 

Rule 17 

The Director-General shall be ex officio Secretary of the Board and of 
any subdivision thereof• He may delégate these functions. 

Rule 20 

The Secretariat shall prepare summary records of the meetings. These 
summary records shall be prepared in both working languages and shall be 
distributed to the members as soon as possible after the close of the meetings 
to which they relate. Members shall inform the Secretariat in writing of any 
corrections they wish to have made, within such period of time as shall be 
indicated by the Director-General, having regard to the circumstances. 

Rule 21 

All resolutions^ recommendations and other formal decisions, as well as 
the summary records of the Board and of its subdivisions, shall be communicated 
by the Dire с tor-General to the members of the Board and to all States Members 
and Associate Members of the Organization, 

Rule 26 

All resolutions, recommendations and other formal decisions of the Board 
shall be made available in both, working languages and in Russian and Spanish. 

Rule 36 

A meober may at any time move the closure of the debate on the item under 
discussion whether or not any other member has signified his wish to speak. 
If request is made for permission to speak against closure, it may be accorded 
to not more than two speakers, .after which the motion shall be iimnediately 
put to the vote^ If the Board decides in favour of closure the Chairman -shall 
declare the debate closed. The Board shall thereafter vote only on the one 
or more proposals moved before the closure. 



Rule 37 

A member may move that parts of a proposal or of an amendment shall be 
voted on separately. If objection is made to the motion for division, the 
motion for division shall be voted upon. Permission to speak on the motion 
for division shall be given only to two speakers in favour and two speakers 
against. If the motion for division is carried, those parts of the proposal 
or of the amendment which are separately approved shall subsequently be put to 
the vote as a whole• If all operative parts of the proposal or the amendment 
have been rejected, the proposal or the amendment shall be considered to have 
been rejected as a whole. 

Rule 43 

Each member of the Board shall have one vote. For the purpose 
Rulesj the phrase "members present and voting" means members casting 
affirmative or negative vote. Members abstaining from voting shall 
considered as not voting. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted."^* 

2 . HEALTH OF SEAFARERS - STUDY OF THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF HEALTH PROBLEMS OF 
SEAFARERS AND OF THE HEALTH SERVICES AVAILABLE TO THEM: Item 2.8 of the 
Agenda (Document EB37/conf .Doc. No. 24) (continued from the twelfth 
meeting, section 2) 

The CHAIRMN drew the Board
1

 s attention to the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the study of the 
nature and extent of the health problems of seafarers and of the health 
services available to them, 

NOTES the report; 

2. TRANSMITS the report to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly; 

of these 
a valid 
be 

1

 Resolution EB37.H24. 



，• RECOMMENDS to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly that all aspects of 
the health of seafarers be made the subject of full discussions; and 
further 

4, RECOMMENDS to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly to invite Member States 
to take all possible steps to improve the medical records of seafarers 
with a view to obtaining better information on mortality and morbidity 
and to transmit such information systematically to WHO» 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted.
1 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT FOR SERVICING COSTS : REPORT BY THE DIRECTOR-GE№RAL: 
Item 6.7.1 of the Agenda (Document EB57/2)

 7 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Dire с tor- General, said that document EB37/2 contained a 

report which the Director-General had prepared, in accordance with the provisions of 

Financial Regulation 6.6, on the establishment of a special account for sei^/iolii^ 

2 

costs. The report gave the reason for the establishment of that account and 

referred to the fact that the Organization had réceived funds from diffe^e^t source s 

to cover its servicing costs with regard to certain projects, such as those financed 

under the United Nations Special Fund, various funds-in-trust arrangements and projects 

for which WHO was reimbursed by funds deposited in advance• The normal procedure 

was for the Organization to receive a percentage figure representing the costs of 

servicing the. projects in question. Зл order to provide for the administration of 

thé funds thus acquired, the Director-General had considered it advisable to establish 

a central account from which staff appointments and other related costs could be 

financed. The.use made of the special account would be reflected, in the programme 

and budget estimates proposed annually, on the basis of the latest available data, 

1

 Resolution EB37-R25* 

2 
See Off. Rec. Wld Hlth O r g” 148, Annex 13. 



and the status of the account would be indicated in the annual financial report• 

In paragraph 4 of document ЕВУ{¡2, the Director-General had suggested a draft 

resolution, which the Board might wish to adopt . The Secretariat would be- glad to 

provide any further information required. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Rapporteur to read out the text of the draft 

resolution; 

Dr QUIROS, Rapporteur、 read out the following text: 

The Executive Board 

NOTES that, in accordance with Regulation 6.6 of the Financial Regulations, 
the Director-General has established a "Special Account for Servicing Costs", 
to be used in accordance with the report of the Direetor-General to the 
Executive Board at its thirty-seventh session. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adoptedЛ 

4, SPECIAL ACCOUNT FOR OPERATIONS OF CONCESSIONS AT HEADQUARTERS: REPORT Ш THE 
DIRECTOR-GENERAL s Item 6.7.2 of the Agenda (Document ЕВЗ7/6) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Direct or-General, said that document EB37/6 contained the 

Director-General
f

 s report to the Board on the establishment of a special account 

for operations of concessions at headquarters which would come into being when the 

2 

facilities in the new building started to operate• Those facilities included a 

branch bank, travel agency, bookstall and restaurant and cafeteria. All sums paid 

by the various concessionaires would be credited to the account which, to the extent 

possible, would be used to provide for major repairs, the maintenance of installations 

1

 Resolution EB37.R26. • 

2

 See Off > Rec, Wld Hlth O r g” 1斗8，Annex 14. 



and the replacement of equipment. The status of the account would be shown in the 

annual financial report. The last paragraph of document EByj/б contained the 

Director-General
f

 s suggestion for a resolution which the Board might wish to adopt• 

The Secretariat would gladly reply to arçr questions which members might wish to 

raise in that respect. 

The CHAIRMAN said that he assumed that the Organization would receive only the 

rent paid by the concessionaires. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the Chairman's assumption was correct. The Secretariat 

considered that the services in question were best operated by commercial enterprises, 

each of which would however pay the Organization a certain amount depending upon the 

nature of the operation. The sums thus derived would be included in the special 

account and it was proposed that they should be used to replace major items of 

equipment from time to time, as well as to cover expenses for major repairs, 

particularly for the concessions. 

The CHAIRMAN asked the Rapporteur to read out the text of the proposed 

resolution. 

Dr HAPPI, Rapporteur, read out the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board 

NOTES that, in accordance with Financial Regulation 6.6, the Director-
General has established a "Special Account for Operations of Concessions at 
Headquarters" to be used in accordance with the report of the Director-
General to the Executive Board at its thirty—seventh session. 

Decision; The draft resolution was adoptedJ 

1

 Resolution EB37.R27• 



5. CURRENCY OP PAYMENT OF CONTRIBUTIONS: Item 6.2 of the Agenda (Documents ЕВЗ7/5 
and Add.l, EB37/conf .Doc • No, 27) (continued from the twelfth meeting, section 6) 

The CHAIRMAN said that, following the Board
1

 s consideration of the item at its 

meeting the previous day, the following draft resolution, contained in EB57/CONF.DOG. 

No. 27, had been prepared by the Rapporteurs: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on currency of payment 
of contributions, as requested by the Executive Board at its thirty-sixth 
session in resolution EBJ6.R15； 

Bearing in mind the provisions of Financial Regulation 5*5； 

Recalling resolution WHA2.58 of the Second World Health Assembly, which 
established the principle that all Member governments shall have equal rights 
in paying a proportionate share of .their contributions in such currencies as 
may be acceptable; 

DECIDES that contributions shall continue to be accepted in accordance with 
the provisions of resolution EB^l.Rll. 

The CHAIRMAN also drew the Board's attention to the draft resolution suggested 

in that connexion by the Director-General and contained in paragraph 8 on page 4 of 

document EB37/5. 

Dr RAO said the question of the currency of payment of contributions had been 

under consideration since the Organization was established and in the early years it 

had been decided that payment should be effected in United States dollars, Swiss 

francs or pounds sterling. In 1963, however, it had been decided that a proportion 

of the contributions to the regular budget could be accepted in the currencies of those 

countries where regional offices were located. The countries principally affected 

by that decision were those where regional offices were established. For example, 



the Government of the United Arab Republic fiad found; that other countries having 

resources in Egyptian pounds were also paying a part of their contributions in that 

currency, which of course worked to tñe disadvantage of the United Arab Republic• 

The same applied to India, since a number of other countries had rupee accounts and 

used them to pay a portion of their total contributions to the Organization. It 

therefore seemed to him that the draft resolution now proposed by the Rapporteurs 

would be to tine disadvantage of tnose countries where the regional offices were 

located: Tne position for other countries was of course quite different： from the 

point of view of foreign exchange, there was no advantage to be gained by any country 

in paying its contributions in thé local currency, either in full or in part. 

Furtnermore, such currency as rupees and Egyptian pounds were freely convertible. 

In view of the importance of the subject, he therefore proposed that action should 

be deferred either until a later meeting of the Board.
1

 s present session or until its 

thirty -eighth session. 

Dr AL-AWADI considered that tne existing system, under which governments were 

allowed to pay a portion of their contributions in the currency of those countries 

where regional offices were located, could only be to tne disadvantage of all 

developing countries. He therefore supported Dr Rao
1

s proposal that further 

discussion on the matter should be deferred but said that he would vote for the 

draft resolution suggested by the Director-General, as contained in document EB37/5-

Dr WATT said that the existing procedure had been evolved on the assurance that 

it would not work to the disadvantage of WHO and there was no indication that it had 

done so. Essentially, the draft resolution proposed by the Rapporteurs aimed at 



maintaining the status quo until such time as governments had been able to make a 

thorough assessment of their own situation. In his opinion, it was an over-

simplification to state that the procedure only affected tnose countries where a 

regional office was situated. Obviously, otner areas would also be affected, either 

positively or negatively, such as for instance those where WHO's activities were most 

extensive. There were also many other countries within the region tnat would have a 

certain interest in the matter, and to say that the existing procedure was not to their 

advantage was to overstate tne case, to his mind, altnough he did not know the extent 

to which certain countries mignt have benefited from the change made in 1963. The 

Board should not revert to tlie previous method until and unless all countries had 

had the opportunity to examine and assess the matter in relation to their own financial 

situation and/ on that basis, to arrive at a decision. He therefore recommended that 

the Board should adopt the draft resolution prepared by the Rapporteurs, whicn would 

have the effect Dr Rao suggested. Then, at a subsequent meeting of the Board or 

Assembly, the matter could be re-examined. The whole purpose of the draft resolution 

was to acnieve the best balance; at the present time, he was not in favour of any 

change in the status quo. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the consensus seemed to be in favour of deferring action 

on the matter until a later meeting or session of the Board. Since the Board was not . 

too pressed for time, he saw no objection to postponing the discussion if the Board so 

agreed. He asked if the Secretariat wisned to comment. 



Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that he had one comment to make which 

might assist tne Board in its consideration of the matter later. The question of the 

currency of payment of contributions had been considered by the Board at its twenty-

eighth session. Subsequently, at the Board
1

s thirty-first session, the Director-

General had submitted a proposal which was designed to assist countries in paying their 

contributions without doing disservice to the Organization. It was for that reason 

that the Secretariat had proposed that the Organization could accept contributions in 

the currency of those countries where regional offices were located： the primary 

• ... • • - • • ..•..:• • • ¡"i •• ' • ； • ； • ：‘ . •• . • , ‘‘ • ； •.... 

objective had been to put forward a proposal which would assist as many countries as 
- . . • . ' •• • • ‘ • • • • • 

possible without any resulting disadvantage to WHO. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the matter would be placed on the agenda of the Board's 

penultimate meeting. (See minutes of the eighteenth meeting, section 4.) 

6. CCMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY PROGRAMME: Item 2.10 of the Agenda (Document EB37/53 and 
Corr•1) 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, said that the report contained in 

document EB57/55 was submitted by the Director-General in compliance with 

resolution WHA17•斗〇• At the Seventeenth World Health Assembly, a comprehensive report 

on the community water supply programme had been reviewed and certain targets approved 

for the development of the programme. The report now before the Board examined and 

evaluated the progress which had been made since then and indicated further needs 

with a view to accelerating the programme. 

Concrete progress had been made in many developing countries towards the 

provision of safe and plentiful supplies of water but the needs which existed in 

1959, when the programme had been initiated, had still not been met, owing to 

increasing urbanization and industrialization, which had created additional 
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requirements for water. The achievements, in terms of capital investment made 

available for the purpose, showed an uneven rate of progress. The intermediate 

goals were being attained in Latin America but, in other regions with even greater 

needs, the point had not yet been reached where sufficient funds were being made 

available for the construction of water supply systems. Therefore, additional -

and, in many cases, substantial - amounts of technical and financial assistance would 

be required if progress was to be made in those countries. 

The Director-General
r

s report analysed the Organization's past and current 

assistance to Member States. As a result of sustained efforts to promote the 

interest of Member governments and international bodies, there was an increasing 

awareness of the essential nature of water supplies for the social and economic 

wellbeing of the world; in consequence, the development of national policies and 

programmes to meet that growing need had in many cases been accelerated. It had 

been recognized, in the early stages of planning, - that the programme would have to 

be based upon sound national and local institutions of a permanent character if 

significant and continuous progress were to be made and national water policies 

would have to be established to take account of the need for long-range development of 

water resources. It was gratifying to note that that concept was gradually being 

accepted and some examples of the progress made in that direction were given in the 

Director-General
1

s report. 



Possibly the most vital assistance rendered by the Organization.had been in the 
-；• ： ... • • ： • ...... .. .'у；?•••. :... ： . :. .... •. :••:-•‘" . •. - ；... . • •• • . - . - . ‘ . • . 

implementation of country projects, to which WHO staff were assigned on a coBtinuing 

basis - sometimes for as long as six or seven years .一 to work closely with government 

officers in promoting, stimulating and strengthening national and local comniynity 

water supply programmes. Annex 1 to the report contained in docioment ЕВУ7/listed 

eighty-three such projects, indicating the magnitude of the assistance provided. 

The considerable expense which the construction of water supply systems 

entailed initially had been a major obstacle to.the development of the programme. 

The problem of determining the proportion of the funds available nationally to be 

,-.•，. , •. •• *• • ：•. ‘. ..... j ‘
 ж

 • ''•.'•'： ‘ ••• p “• • ； . . . . . ‘ .• •• • 

devoted to community water supplies was.one which faced every economic planning bo<iy. 
Some assistance with capital could be expected from external sources, but the bulk 

... . . . - , . - ‘ - • . . . . . . ; • . ‘ • . . . . . 

had to come from within the country itself. . The extent to which such capital was 
• . • • ‘ • ‘ ’ . - * . . , . . . . , . . . ‘ •••• . • . . . . . ••• • »- • • ‘ -• 

attracted for community water supply programmes depended upon the degree to which 

they had been prepared upon a sound technical and financial ba^is» In that 

connexion, the Organization had made a serious effort to assist Member governments 

in the pre-investment phase of water supply operations, and the provision of experts 

on numerous aspects of water supply for the preparation of preliminary reports had 

been of vital importance to Member States. Again, some examples of the way in which 

such assistance had been rendered were given in..the. report. 



• The report also emphasized the need for effective management in water supply 

operations, if the successful development of the programme was to be ensured and 

the requisite capital to be attracted both from internal and external sources• 

Considerable assistance in that respect had been afforded by the Organization to a 

number of Member countries. 

One of the major objectives of the Organization's water supply programme related 

to the education and training of national personnel to assume the responsibilities for 

the expansion and improvement of the programmes in their countries. All possible 

means of augmenting the skills of existing personnel and of providing additional staff 

to meet the needs of the expanding programme had been considered and suitable 

assistance provided. Annexes 2,
 y

 4 and 5 to the report listed the various 

seminars and meetings which had been organized in that connexion for the benefit of 

developing countries. In the Americas during 19б5> approximately thirty courses 

had been sponsored and 900 technical personnel trained; courses had also been 

organized in other parts of the world, including Turkey, the United Arab Republic, 

Pakistan and Malaysia. 

The Organization was also promoting, through its publications, the development 

of better standards, and Annex 6 to the report listed the publications and meetings 

which related to standards of drinking-water, while Annex 7 provided a list of 

countries where national standards based on the international standards had either 

been adopted or were under consideration. 

In assisting in the development of water resources, the Organization had 

co-operated closely with the United Nations and its various subsidiary bodies• A 

sub-committee of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination met regularly to 

co-ordinate activities and exchange information on programmes implemented in that 



connexion. UNICEF had also given due recognition to the development of water supplies, 

particularly as they, might directly benefit children, and WHO was collaborating 

satisfactorily with FAO on projects related to the survey and development of water 

resources• 

As was indicated in the report, the programme initiated by WHO had led to 

increased interest and support from a number of bilateral organizations: some twenty 

countries now provided assistance for the development of water supply programmes 

through bilateral aid，： For example, the United States Agency for International 

Development had to date provided over $ 100 000 000 for loans to developing countries. 

As far as progress achieved was concerned, the countries in Latin America had 

set a target to provide services for 7〇 per cent, of the urban, and 50 per cent• of 

the rural, population between 19б1 and 1971 • A recent evaluation of the progress made 

in Latin America had indicated that, while the urban water supply programme was 

making satisfactory progress, the rural water supply programme was not advancing as 

rapidly. An attempt had also been made to assess the programme
 f

 s progress through the 

financial investment being made throughout the world and the table on page 18 of 

the report provided the information which the Organization had obtained in that 

connexion from various sources. While the data given were perhaps incomplete
 9 

sufficient information was available to indicate the major investments made, as well 

as the fact that, the loans provided were unequally distributed over the different 

regions of the world; 60 per cent. of the total loans made were granted to the 

Americas, where the programme had started much earlier^ but external assistance had 

not even begun in South-East Asia. It would be recalled that the study undertaken 



on the urban population needs of seventy-five developing countries had revealed that, 

of the total urban population not served by the programme
9
 15 per cent, were to be 

found in Latin America, 36 per cent• in Africa and 5〇 per cent, in Asia. Therefore, 

substantial additional assistance was required for Africa and Asia if the programme 

was to make any impact on the population of those continents. 

From the table on page 26 of the report, which provided information on the 

planned programme budgets of the Organization for the period 1963/67, it would be 

noted that increasing amounts were being provided through the regular budget and through 

the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance• Nevertheless, the resources 

available to the community water supply account had declined over the years and would 

be exhausted by 1966. It was also evident from the table that the estimated 

shortfall for the programme in I966 would be more than $ 500 000 while, in 1967, it 

would exceed $ бОО 000. The tables on pages 28 and 29 of the report provided 

information on the contributions made to the Special Account for Community. Water Supply 

and the Coimunity Water Supply Fund of the Pan American Health Organization • On 

page 30 of the report, there was a further table indicating three countries which 

had received allocations from the United Nations Special Fund for the development 

of water supply programmes • WHO acted as the executing agency and some $ 4 ООО 000 

would be provided through that source• 

The analysis of the financial resources of the programme demonstrated the 

meagre success of the attempt to mobilize every possible means and indicated the 

gap between those resources and the needs of the programme. The inescapable 



conclusion to be drawn was that , imless substantial -additional resources were made 

available both nationally axid. internationally, progress would continue to be below 

the rate desired. However, if additional resources became available, there was 

reason to believe that the goals set for the community water supply programme .by tne 

Seventeentn World Health Assembly could be achieved. 

Dr KENNEDY, referring to the statement on page 31 of the report that the 

oommunity water supply programme had been expanded to the limits imposed by its 

financial resources and to the fact that the report stressed the need for additional 

staff both at headquarters and in the regions, said that the programme under its 

existing staffing pattern could not apparently meet the needs of the developing countries 

He noted from Section 5 on page 80 of Official Records No. 146 that the entire 

headquarters staff for the community water supply programme consisted of three 

engineers• It was difficult to understand how they alone could provide the necessary 

technical direction and support for a programme of such magnitude. He therefore 

wished to ask the Director-General whether it would be possible to provide additional 

staff under the regular budget or, alternatively, m d e r the Special Account for 

Medical Research, ала in that connexion he referred to Official^Records No> 146, 

page 481， item 4.10.5 (Corrununity Water Supply)
 9
 and inquired whether high priority 

might be given•to the provision of the staff there proposed* He further noted that 

on page 568 of Official Records No, 1斗6， reference was made to a seminar on assistance 

to community water supplies from bilateral sourcesé In view of the emphasis placed 

upon the need to mobilize all possible financial resources so that countries might 

be assisted in the establishment ç>f tneir own water supplies - as expressed in 

numerous previous resolutions adopted by the Board and the.Health Assembly 一 he 

wondered why that item was relegated to the green pages of Official Records No. 146, 



Dr AL-AWADI considered that two important aspects of community water supply had 

not been sufficiently stressed in the report. The first was the problem of pollution 

of water and the second concerned nomadic tribes, who drew their water supply from 

wells - a source which was easily contaminated. He asked whether WHO had any specific 

experience in the matter and said that he would be grateful for any lead which might 

help to solve the problem. 

As far as the administrative arrangements for ensuring an adequate community 

water supply were concerned, he did not know what the experience of other members 

was but in his own country, Kuwait, the actual provision of water was the respon-

sibility of the power and electricity authorities, the health authorities being con-

cerned primarily with the purity of the water. He suggested, therefore, that it 

would be useful in such cases if the Organization could directly approach the 

administrative body responsible, which would facilitate the task of the health 

authorities. 

Professor MUNTENDAM said that the report rightly dealt for the most part with 

water supply in the developing countries. However, on page 16， it was stated that 

there was considerable doubt as to whether the modest and realistic goals of the 

project would be achieved at the current rate at which safe and adequate means of 

water were being made available to populations in the developing countries. That 

concern applied not only to developing countries but also to the developed countries, 

which now faced difficulties due to the growth in population, urbanization, the 

development of so-called water civilization and, last but not least, the ever-

increasing needs of industry. As a result, the traditional sources of water supply 

from the soil were being gradually exhausted, so that more use had to be made of 



surface water, which in many, countries meant the water from large rivers. Such 

rivers, however, were the source that most 

combat such pollution, it was necessary to 

connexion, he sijggested that Member States 

of the Expert Committee on Water Pollution 

suffered from industrial pollution. To 

co-operate internationally and, in that 

should be informed of the recommendation 

Control which had emphasized the need to 

create an appropriate river authority by international agreement. He further 

suggested that an additional paragraph should be added to the operative part of the 

draft resolution which the Executive Board wciuld； submit to the Nineteenth World 

Health Ascsmbly, to read: "invites Member States to create an appropriate river 

authority by international agreement in all cases where use has to be made of the 

water of international rivers for human consumption.“ 

Dr RAO said that in India there were several schemes for improving the rural 

and urban water supply with the guidance of the United States Agency for 

International Development, WHO and. UNICEF. Unfortunately, owing to urbanization 

and industrialization, the population was still increasing tremendously, over-

povxering the resources that had been created fop water supplies. The Calcutta 

water supply schema was being assisted by the United Nations and WHO, and UNICEF 

had made a contribution of $ 100 000 in the form of equipment and transport towards 

rural water supply schemes in seven states. Those projects would probably serve 

as demonstration centres. The trairxing programme was very important and was 

receiv?.ng attention. 

1
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The programme to extend water supplies throughout India had not yet been 

achieved. However, water boards had been set up and investigation divisions 

throughout the country had been established so that data on the situation were 

available. It had been recommended by public health engineers that sewerage schemes 

be implemented at the same time as water supply programmes. The filariasis problem 

was becoming acute in India., which was also faced with the problem of cholera in 

certain areas. The Regional Office for South-East Asia had advised India on the 

best way to solve the problem of improving water supplies in the cholera endemic 

areas. 

There was a great need for all interested agencies to assist in improving 

community water supplies throughout the world, and a need to educate not only 

engineers and public health workers, but also governments, on the importance of water 

supplies. More emphasis should also be given to the estimation of ground water 

resources. Finally, seminars on rural water supplj.es should be held. 

Sir George GODBER felt that the great financial implication involved in the 

problem of water supply tended to induce the view that the problem was insoluble. 

The objective of clean water supply was a world objective that had to be attained 

sooner than later. Otherwise enteric infections could not be controlled. It was 

a problem for all countries. In the last three years in the United Kingdom there 

had been five times as many cases of typhoid fever derived from other countries
1 

defective water supplies as from any indigenous source of infection. 



Dr BENYAIŒLEF.said Morocco had made considerable efforts to ensure the availa-

bility of drinking^water to more cf the population: that was relatively easy in the 

large cities, but the rural areas^ as in most； developing countries, posed a very-

different problem. WHO had given great assistance in that field. Recently a 

consultant had helped formulate an application for aid from the United Nations. 

Distances complicated the problem in Morocco, especially where nomadism existed. 

There was also the question of typhoid in rural areas, where many cases had occurred. 

The population and public authorities were not always aware how necessary a pure and 

convenient water supply was in the fight against that disease, quite apart from 

vaccinations. The problem was particularly complicated wh^n decisions did not 

always depend upon the Ministry pf Health. It was obviously difficult for WHO to 

bring influence to bear on other ministries with regard to water supply. 

Professer GONZALEZ-TORRES said that in his country there was a plentiful water 

supply, montly from wells, in 38 per cent, of which the water was less than six 

metres underground, in 斗9 per cent, at between six and fifteen metres and in 13 per 

cent, more than fifteen metres. But that water was not hygienic. Through health 

education the people had come to recognize the importance of pure drinking-water, 

which had to be plentiful, so that the development of public health programmes could 

become more effective. A special body had been set up under the chairmanship of 

the Minister of Health and a Ten-Year Plan established for water supply to towns 

with a population of more that 5000, which would be extended to towns with a 

population of 2000-5000. Social, statistical and sub-soil studies had been carried 

out. The plan had been drawn up by Paraguayan technicians in collaboration with 
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the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, WHO and the United States Economic Mission, and 

UNICEF had provided supplies and equipment. A water treatment plant was being 

set up in a small town of 8000 inhabitants near the capital, and was being financed 

almost entirely by AID and by the community, about 25 per cent” for local expenses, 

coming from the Government. When the Inter-American Development Bank had approved 

the relevant contract, engineering and feasibility studies would be carried out in 

seven more towns in the interior. During the present year, as part of the same 

ten-year plan, surveys would be carried out as the basis for water supply projects 

for six more towns, and the programme provided in the same year for the conclusion 

of projects in seven other towns• 

An external loan was forthcoming from the Inter-American Development Bank of 

70 per cent, of the total cost, or about $ 6 million, and the State and the 

communities would each contribute 15 per cent” totalling some $ 2 590 000. In 

1966, for the first time, the national budget contained provision for matching the 

international organizations
f

 assistance in respect of staff and operational costs• 

A great deal of assistance had been received from AID and from UNICEF, 

equipment from which had enabled the Ministry of Public Health to continue its 

programme of sinking deep wells in schools, communal centres, etc• 



一 hl3 一 

Professor GÈRIC underlined the importance of Ш0‘s work in training. He 

thought it should be further expanded, particularly with regard to technical staff 

for the public health services• In his own country the taking of sanitary 

engineers into the public health services had given very satisfactory results with 

regard to the progress of environmental sanitation and the solution, of water supply 

problems. More attention should be given, in the programmes of the technical 

faculties, to the needs of the public health services and WHO could help in that 

connexion. Postgraduate courses were even more important. Such a course for 

sanitary engineers, held in Zagreb, had been of great value and several countries 

had sent trainees* Seminars also were valuable； 

Dr WATT said that, unless careful attention was paid to the health aspects of 

the development of water resources, contamination of the environment would result, 

the ccaisequences of which would be disastrous. One of the problems was how to 

make clear the relationship of health and disease to the development of water 

resources and how to use the resources and technical skills of the Organization so as 

to ensure that the health aspects were not neglected. The table on page 15 of 

document EB37/33 showed that $ 512 ООО 000 ^ ten times the budget figure that the Board 

had been discussing earlier as a large amount - was being devoted to development of 

water resources• Compared with that enormous sum, the amount that the Organization 

could spend on the health aspects was very small, so that the problem of making its 

influence felt was a very difficult one. However, a great deal of effect could be 

obtained by small amounts applied in the places where large sums were dealt with as 

a matter of course. He thought it would be useful if attention were paid to knowing 



more about where schemes for developing and conserving water resources were taking 

place and for WHO to offer assistance in order to ensure that these schemes had no 

adverse effects on human health. In California, for example, there had been 

problems with encephaliti：-, resulting from inadequate planning of water schemes by 

engineers. Irrigation schemes in Africa had given rise to similar problems• 

There were clear and urgent reasons why health planners should be involved in 

the development of v/ater supply schemes。 If that were done when such schemes were 

planned, then the cost of ensuring that they produced their full bénéficiai effect 

on human health could be made part of the initial investment - and that cost was 

only a small percentage of the total. He felt that there was a block in communica-

tions between those constructing water supply schemes and those concerned with health, 

but that that barrier could be broken down by co-operation with the banks that were 

financing the water development schemes, A great deal had been done in that respect 

in the Americas and he hoped that the rest of the world would soon see a similar 

development. 

Dr ALAN paid tribute to WHO, as well as to other international organizations and 

to governments
 y
 for the progress achieved in the field of community water supply. 

He emphasized the complexity of the subject. Bound up with the problem of water 

supply was the problem of disposal of waste water, and that of ensuring that the 

water was uncontaminated. In his own country
9
 as elsewhere, a contaminated water 

supply had provoked an epidemic of typhoid fever
 e
 Staff were needed to ensure that 

water supplies remained pure, and that posed the problem of training the technical 

staff involved e A further problem was that of health education of the public • 

Moreover, the responsibility for water supplies did not always lie with the health 



authorities, and it was difficult for them to make their influence felt• He took 

the opportunity to thank WHO for the assistance provided to Turkey in connexion with 

water supplies. 

/ 

Professor MACUCH said that the Director-General
1

 s report clearly brought out the 

seriousness of the problem and the difficulty of providing pure water to the whole 

population of the world• Taking into account the increase in population, especially 

in the developing countries， it became evident that lack of water might, in the next 

decades, paralyse life in both the economic and the biological senses• Ground water 

supplies had for some time been insufficient to meet the needs, and the cost of 

treating surface water to produce supplies of corresponding hygienic quality was high. 

The needs of industry were continuously increasing. It would not be easy to satisfy 

all requirements, and therefore есопощу in water use needed to be organized on a 

scientific basis. WHO, with its limited resources, could not entirely remedy the 

unfavourable situation, but it could provide valuable help, especially to the 

developing countries, by advice^ training of specialists, provision of norms for 

water supply projects^ e t c” and it could facilitate co-operation and exchange of 

- ； - •- ' . . .；. . .... .. . •.；. . . . .. . 
experience among Member States. It would be useful to inform Member States at an 

early stage of programmes in preparation, and to notify them in time when specialists 

to work in developing countries were required. 

He was glad to see that the work of WHO in community water supplies was directed 

toward the development of national resources• He supported the Organization^ 

programme and the draft resolution suggested by the Director-General. 
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Dr JAYESURIA thanked the Director-General for the report contained in 

document EB57/35* He also thanked WHO for its help to many countries, including 

Malaysia, for the planning and execution of training courses for water plant 

operators and waterworks engineers • They had been of immense value in Malaysia 

where, although in urban areas the water supply could bear comparison with that of 

cities in developed countries, much remained to be done in rural areas to ensure 

that rural communities had an adequate supply of pure drinking -wat e r • He hoped 

that lack of funds and personnel would not have adverse effects on the programme. 

Dr MARTINEZ said that in his country the water supply problem was so important 

that a separate ministry had been set up to deal with it. There, as in similar 

countries, the rural parts of areas covered by large water development schemes 

rapidly acquired urban characteristics, so that in such areas there were no problems 

peculiar to rural water supplies• However, in rural areas where water supplies 

were to be provided solely for human consumption, the situation was different. In 

his country it had been found that water supply could not be dissociated from 

cultural factors, from the peoples
1

 mode and philosophy of life, so that it had 

been found necessary, in order to obtain funds for the supplies and the co-operation 

of the people in their maintenance, to link the rural water supply programme with 

the programmes for cultural and economic development. Therefore, priority was 

being given to areas where, simultaneously, other programmes for community develop-

ment were being implemented. 



Dr HURAIBI said th9.t the problem of water, supply was of the utmost importance 

fp.r Yemen, where, the water supply was derived entirely from wells
y
 rain-water and 

other contaminated sources• . Only one town had a piped water supply. Most of the 

water drunk in his country was far below minimum standards ¿ The problem was one of 

obtaining sources, of water and of funds • He asked whether WHO could advise on 

possible sources of water for countries such as his. He would also welcome 

information on WHO's.experience in the problems of converting sea-water to drinking-

water, which appeared to be the only possible source for some parts of Yemen. 

Sir Herbert BROADLEY (United Nations Children
1

 s Fund) took the opportunity to 

thank members who had paid tribute to UNICEF !:s help in the field of water supply. 

Although assistance with v^ater supplies was. not one of UNICEF
 !

s biggest activities, 

it did cover quite a number of countries• One of the greatest causes of death 

among very small children was dirt and there inadequate or impure water supplies 

were involved • For that reason UNICEF had co-operated with WHO on a number of 

projects in that field, mainly in connexion with schools, public health centres and 

rural areas• Help had mainly consisted of equipment^ such as pipes, pumps> cement 

and other articles involved in pure water supplies and environmental sanitation 

requirements. 

At UNICEF
:

[s last- Board meeting in June I965 seven additional projects in that 

field had been approved: all of .those had had WHO,，s technical approval, and would 

be implemented in close co-operation with WHO. They covered British Honduras, 



Colombia, Panama, Venezuela, Taiwan, Afghanistan and Niger, In some the develop-

ment of water supplies was associated with that of health services in general, but 

the water supply aspect was very important in all of them. 

The amount represented by those seven projects was more than $ 1 ООО 000. 

Those were new projects, but many others wère still in operation, in which UNICEF 

was co-operating. UNICEF was about to start a global assessment of its activities 

in the fields of environmental sanitation and water supplies to be presented to its 

Executive Board in i960 and in that assessment UNICEF hoped for very close co-

operation from WHO experts • 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, thanked the members of the Board for their 

Valuable suggestions and comments, which had all been noted and wliich would be of 

great benefit in developing the programme further. He proposed to comment on the 

major points raised during the discussion, but not to reply to each comment in 

detail. 

The statement on page of the report (document EB57/53) referred to by 

Dr Kennedy did not entirely express what had been intended. The table on page 26 

showed clearly that - as he had explained in introducing the document 一 both WHO'S 

regular budget and the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance budget were 

gradually increasing and that the staff was gradually being strengthened. After 

starting with one engineer only, the Organization now had three at headquarters, 

and four of the regions had special advisers on community water supply. As the 

programme continued to expand, the staff would have to be further strengthened. 



As he had already stated, the stimulating effect of WHO'S activity was so widespread 

that programmes were being developed all over the world, but the necessary resources 

were not forthcoming. Thus WHO was putting out great effort without any corres-

ponding development of the programme as a whole. In the past year WHO had helped 

four Member States to develop community water supply projects, and proposals had been 

submitted to the United Nations Special Fund for approval; but unfortunately only-

one had as yet received any support from the Special Fund» 

Several members of the Board had pointed out that in many countries the 

promotion of activities and programmes for water supplies were not the direct res-

ponsibility of ministries of health - an inhibiting factor in the promotion of 

programmes. Yet it was obvious that the development of community water supplies 

and the provision of pure and abundant supplies of water were essential to the 

improvement of health. In deciding to support the programme the World Health 

Assembly had intended that health ministries - even if they did not actually handle 

community water supply programmes - should stimulate activity and provide the 

necessary initiative and support. In шалу cases, as a result of WHO
1

 s efforts, 

ministries of health, though not directly responsible, had channelled communications 

and co-ordinated activities at the national level; WHO had helped them and was 

willing to help any country experiencing difficulties in that respect. 
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Two or three members of the Board had referred to the problem of water supply 

for nomads. Although very willing to assist if so requested, WHO had so far done 

nothing in the matter, and he did not know how the Organization could assist, for 

the problem was really a national one• It was also a rather limited and specialized 

problem, and while the admitted objective of any programme was to provide water for 

everybody, efforts had had to be concentrated mainly on urban supplies, where big 

communities were gathered, and to encouragement and support for major projects• 

The Organization would, however^ willingly assist any country with a special problem. 

Professor Muntendam
1

 s proposed addition to the draft resolution (see below) 

conformed with recent expert committee recommendations• He suggested that it should 

be included as operative paragraph 2 of the resolution proposed for adoption by the 

Health Assembly, the existing paragraph 2 being renumbered )• 

Reference had also been made to the importance of developing sewerage systems 

along with water supplies. That was a policy that WHO was following, by recommending 

the development of the two systems simultaneously. The only cases where the policy 

was not pursued were where lack of resources made it necessary for governments to 

develop programmes in stages. 

With regard to seminars supported by WHO， he drew attention to page 250 of 

Official Records No, 146, containing (in section 16) proposals for a seminar on 

the integration of community water supplies into the planning of economic development； 



and to page 568 of the same vplume showing a seminar on ground-water development 

as an Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance Category II project. It was 

conceivable, if resources became available from savings, that the latter would be 

up-graded. 

Comments had also been made on the need for information and knowledge con-

cerning development programmes, to ensure that due account was taken of their 

health aspects and that hazards to health were not increased, and on the question 

of what action WHO could take in the matter. The subject was an important one, 

which Ш0 had kept constantly under consideration. At the international level 

excellent co-ordination existed between WHO and FAO - the agency having the major 

responsibility for water development programmes; and in the case of other 

programmes with health aspects, WHO did not hesitate to approach the organization 

concerned. As a result, with the co-operation of the national health authorities, 

provision had been made in many programmes for WHO's activity which ensured that 

developments such as irrigation or the extension of water systems did not promote 

bilharziasis or other diseases. But co-ordination should really be carried out 

at the national level: it was the health authorities themselves that should keep 

a watch on their own development programmes and ensure that provision was made to 

take account of the health aspects. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL referred to comments on the development of programmes, 

particularly in the Americas. The development of the programme in that region 

depended on two factors, the more important being the existence of professional 

sanitary engineers throughout Latin America. The programme could not be imposed 

from outside: pressure was needed from within： at present it was likely to be 

exerted only in the big cities, where there were technicians. 

A great deal had been said about finance in the Americas. Most of the funds 

for community water supply programmes had been provided by the Inter-American 

Development Bank. There were now two new 

Bank and the African Development Bank, and 

assistance in the regions concerned. 

The CHAIRMAN invited attention to the 

(EB37/Conf.Doc. No. 29), which contained a 

Nineteenth World Health Assembly: 

banks in existence - the Asian Development 

it was hoped that they could give similar 

draft resolution on community water supply-

resolution proposed for adoption by the 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the community water 
supply programme, 

1. TRANSMITS this report to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly; and 

2. RECOMMENDS to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly the adoption of the 

following resolution: 

"The Nineteenth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on community water 

supply; 

Recognizing that the provision of safe and adequate water supplies is 
not only essential for the protection and improvement of individual and 
public health, but is also an essential prerequisite for the success of 
industrial development, housing improvement and general economic 
advancementj 



Noting that soundly conceived and managed water supplies can be 
operated on a financially self-supporting basis and, as such^ are 
becoming increasingly recognized by international, bilateral and national 
lending agencies as suitable investmentsj 

Noting the results which have been obtained by WHO, within the 
limits of the staff and finances available, in mobilizing financial 
and technical support for pre-investment surveys and construction 
programmes； and 

Recognizing that these results， though substantial, are inadequate 
to meet the increasing needs of expanding populations, in addition to the 
accumulated requirements inherited from past years, 

1, RECOMMENDS to Member States: 

(i) that realistic goals and programmes be defined in each country 
to rectify present inadequacies and to keep pace with community growth 
in the future; 

(ii) that, wherever necessary, local, regional or national bodies be 
established for the planning, construction and operation of water 
supplies, and that these bodies be vested with the legal, fiscal, 
financial and administrative powers necessary to ensure their proper 
functioning; 

(iii) that Ministries of Health, when themselves not directly clothed 
with the responsibility of construction and operation of community 
water supplies, should encourage and support the efforts of such 
other bodies as bear that responsibility； 

(iv) that maximum advantage be taken of technical assistance and 
loan flands available from international and other agencies for the 
construction of community water supplies； 

(V) that continuing records of needs, and of progress toward 
satisfying those needs, be maintained for comparison with, and 
periodic review of,, the country

1

 s goals and programme s j and 

(vi) that support of the community water supply programme of the 
World Health Organization be indicated through contributions to the 
Special Account for Community Water Supply. 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General: 

(i) to continue co-operative activities with Member States, and 
with international and other agencies, for the stimulation and 
encouragement of community water supply programmes； and 

(ii) to report on the progress of the programme to the Twenty-first 
World Health Assembly.” 



He also drew attention to the amendment proposed by Professor Muntendam 

(EB37/Conf.Doc• Ыо. 30), which the Assistant Director-General had suggested should 

be incorporated as operative paragraph 2： 

"INVITES IVfember States to create by international agreement an 
appropriate river authority in cases where the water of international rivers 
has to be used for human consumption.

tr 

Professor MUNTENDAM signified his agreement with the proposal concerning his 

amendment• 

Dr AL-AWADI proposed the following amendments to the resolution proposed for 

adoption by the Health Assembly： the words "these bodies should work very closely 

with ministries of health in planning their programmes” to be added at the end of 

sub-paragraph (ii) of operative paragraph 1; the deletion of sub-paragraph (iii) 

of operative paragraph 1 as being redundant; and the addition of another provision 

under operative paragraph 1 recommending №mber States to establish direct 

communication with the planning boards and the authorities concerned with community 

water supply activities. 

The CHAIRMAN asked for the amendments to be submitted in writing. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL drew attention to a correction to the French text 

of Professor Muntendam's amendment (EB37/Conf,Doc. No. 30): the words "autorité 

ayant juridiction sur les cours d'eau" to be replaced by the words "commission 

fluviale appropriée". 

Dr ALAN proposed that a sentence should be included in the introductoria 

paragraph to indicate the Board's unanimous expression of congratulation and 

appreciation to the Director-General for his report. 



Dr DOLO said he rather regretted not having taken part in the general debate, as 

the draft resolution seemed to be concerned with urban populations, whereas in many 

countries the problem of water supply concerned more particularly the rural 

populations. In particular, the reference in the third paragraph of the preamble to 

water supplies operated on a financially self-supporting basis was relevant to urban 

and not to rural areas : he suggested that the paragraph should be deleted. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the fact that the major part of the world * s population 

lived in rural and not in urban conditions should be brought out in the draft 

resolution. With regard to Dr Dolo's proposal, it had
 ;
to be admitted that even the 

best water supplies were not profitable • water had to be paid
 ;
for -, by taxes or 

subsidies, or by being sold at production cost or even at a profit 一 but that was 

something in which WHO should not become involved. He proposed that in the 

paragraph concerned the word "economically" should be inserted before "managed" 

and that the words "can be operated on a financially self-supporting and, as such" 

should be deleted. . 

Dr RAO thought there should be a separate recommendation on rural water supplies 

as distinct from urban water supplies. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that, the rapporteurs should prepare an amended version 

of the draft resolution, incorporating the proposals made during the discussion for 

circulation and consideration at a later stage. 

It was so agreed (see minutes of the sixteenth meeting, section 4). 



.7. DEVELOPMENT OP THE MALARIA ERADICATION PROGRAMME： Item 2.7 of the Agenda 
(EB)7/Conf .Doc • No. 28) (continued from the twelfth meeting, section 1) 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that a working party had been set up to prepare a draft 

resolution on the development of the malaria eradication programme. He invited 

attention to the draft resolution in EB37/Conf
e
Doc. No. 28, which contained a 

resolution proposed for adoption by the Nineteenth World Health Assembly. 

Professor MÜNTENDAM, Chairman of the working party, introduced the draft 

resolution, which had been unanimously accepted by the working party. In connexion 

with the first paragraph, he pointed out that the word "control" had been avoided 

in view of the Assistant Director-General's explanation on its particular 

connotation as used by the Expert Committee on Malaria. 

Dr QUIROS, Rapporteur, read out the draft resolution： 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the development 
of the malaria eradication programme, 

1. CONGRATULATES the Direc tor- General on the report and requests him to bring 
it up to date for presentation to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly; and 

2. RECOMMENDS to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly the adoption of the 
following resolution： 

"The Nineteenth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the 
development of the malaria eradication programme； 

Noting that, during 1965, only one additional country has embarked 
upon an eradication programme; 



Recognizing that the advance towards malaria eradication has 
been slower than had been hoped for and that, in several countries, 
areas have had to be moved back from the consolidation phase to the 
attack phase; 

Believing that deficiencies in planning and management and 
shortage of material means will continue to be major hindrances to 
better programmes, and that, although technical problems exist, 
administrative failures and financial difficulties frequently con-
tribute to them by delaying full implementation of attack or con-
solidation operations； 

Believing further that a flexible approach in the financing of 
programmes is essential for effectively dealing with technical, 
administrative and operational problems； 

Appreciating, however^ that additional areas are now in the 
maintenance and consolidation phases and that two more countries 
have been entered in the WHO official register of areas where erad-
ication has been achieved； and 

Recognizing that the success of the world-wide malaria erad-
ication programme depends, first on the sustained effort of govern-
ments to pursue their eradication activities to final achievement 
and to maintain the vigilance necessary to prevent the re-establishment 
cf malaria, and, secondly, on the continued assistance of multi-
lateral and bilateral agencies, 

1. URGES governments cf countries that have not yet embarked on 
malaria eradication to intensify plans for nationwide malaria prog-
rammes so that malaria eradication may be achieved as quickly as 
possible; 

2
#
 URGES governments of countries where eradication programmes 

are already in operation to undertake regular annual critical 
appraisals of their programmes and to review and revise their 
detailed plans of action where found necessary to meet changing 
situations and to overcome technical or administrative difficulties； 

REQUESTS the Director-General to provide, on request, technical 
advice and assistanoe for these appraisals ; 

4. REQUESTS the Director-General to increase the Organization
!

 s 
efforts to obtain material assistance with a view to improving 
programme effectiveness; and 



5. URGES governments and the supporting multilateral and bilateral 
agencies to continue to accord priority to pre-eradication and 
eradication programmes so that all such activities may be accelerated 
as far as practicable•“ 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that in the French text the word "antipaludiques 

should be inserted after the word "programmes" in operative paragraph 1 of the 

resolution proposed for adoption by the Health Assembly. 

Dr WATT said that, despite the loss of the word "control", he felt that the 

intention in the paragraph in question was clear. It was simply to point out the 

need to establish a system and draw up plans as quickly as possible which would make 

it possible to start the two actions necessary for eradicating malaria, namely: 

destroying the mosquitos which carried the disease and the parasites which caused it. 

Dr RAO proposed that a paragraph should be added emphasizing the importance of 

the maintenance phase, which was not mentioned in the operative part of the draft 

resolution. 

Dr MACUCH asked whether the "material assistance" referred to in operative para-

graph 4 implied funds from the regular budget or from the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance. 

Dr KEITA, replying to Dr Rao as a member of the working party, said that it had 

been considered advisable not to include алу reference to the maintenance phase in a 

resolution which was already rather long, since malaria eradication was no longer in 

its initial stages and people were familiar with the problems. 
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工д replying to Dr №.cuch, he said there were many possible sources of finance ； 

it was better to leave the matter to the Director-General without specifying any 

details. 

Dr AL-AWADI asked how much material assistance was expected. 

Dr RAO, in reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN, proposed the inclusion of 

the following additional operative paragraph: 

"REQUESTS governments to take early steps to establish basic health 
services for the maintenance phase, which would also serve for the 
eradication of other communicable diseases•“ 

Dr KEITA said he was surprised at Dr Al-Awadi
1

 s question, since no one had 

questioned a similar provision in the resolution approved, on the smallpox eradica-

tion programme. It would be impossible for the Director-General to reply without 

some study. 

Dr DIBA wondered whether Dr Rao would be satisfied with a reference to the 

need to establish small centres for the malaria eradication programme which could 

later serve as nuclei for the basic health services. If the proper basic health 

services were insisted on,, it might impede governments in getting their programmes 

under way. The system had worked very well in 工ran. 

Dr HAPPI, also referring to Dr Rao
1

 s proposed ámendinent, said that since basic 

health services were in any case essential for malaria eradication programmes, there 

was no point in setting up a separate service for each phase of the programme. 



Dr BENYAKHLEP supported Dr Rao
1

s amendment, as it might be an additional 

encouragement to IVfember States to set up the basic health services which were 

necessary for combating other diseases as well as malaria. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that further discussion should be deferred until 

Dr Rao
1

 s proposed ajnendment had been circulated. 

It was so agreed, (see minutes of the sixteenth meeting, section 5)• 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m. 
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l. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO TFxE RULES OF. PROCEDURE OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 
(Consideration of draft resolution): Item 4О of the Agenda (Document ЕВ37/ 
Conf.Doc» No. 25) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN invited attention to the following draft resolution which had been 

prepared by the Rapporteurs : 

The Executive Board, 

Having examined the proposed amendments to the Hules of Procedure of the 
Executive Board; 

ADOPTS the amended Rules of Procedure set forth below: 

Rule 5 

The Board shall hold at least two sessions a year. It shall determine at 
each session the time and place of its next session. 

Notices convening the Board shall be sent by the Director-General^ six 
weeks before the commencement of a regular session, to the members of the Board, 
to States Members and Associate Members and to the organizations referred to 
in Rule 4 invited to be represented at the session. 

Rule 9 

Except in the case of sessions convened under Rule 6 the provisional 
agenda of each session shall include, inter alia: 

(a) all items the inclusion of which has been ordered by the 
Health Assembly; 

(b) all items the inclusion of which has been ordered by the Board 
at a previous session; 

(c) any item proposed by a State IVfember or Associate Member of the 
Organization; 

(d) any item proposed by a member of the Board; 

(e) subject to such preliminary consultation as may be necessary between 
the Dire с tor-General and the Secretary General of the United Nations, 
any item proposed by the United Nations; 



(f) any item proposed by any specialized agency with which the 
Organization has entered into effective relations; and 

(g) any item proposed by the Dire с tor-General, 

Any proposal for the inclusion on the agenda of any item under (c) 
(e) and (f) shall reach the Director-General not later than eight weeks 
the commencement of the session. 

Rule 17 

The Director-General shall be ex officio Secretary of the Board and of 
any subdivision thereof. He may delegate these functions。 

Rule 20 

The Secretariat shall prepare summary records of the meetings. These 
summary records shall be prepared in both working languages and shall be 
distributed to the members as soon as possible after the close of the meetings 
to which they relate * №mbers shall inform the Secretariat in:writing of any 
corrections they wish to have made, within such period of time as shall be 
indicated by the Dire с tor- General ̂  having regard to the circumstances. 

Rule 21 

All resolutions,' recommendations and other formal decisions, as well as 
the summary records of the Board and of its subdivisions^ shall be communicated 
by the Director-General to the members of the Board and to all States Members 
and Associate Members of the Organization• 

Rule 26 

All resolutions^ recommendations and other formal decisions of the Board 
shall be made available in both working languages and in Russian and Spanish. 

Rule 36 

A mender may at any time move the closure of the debate on the item under 
discussion whether or not" any other member has signified his wish to speak. 
If request is made for permission to speak against closure, it may be accorded 
to not шаге than two speakers,.after which the motion shall be immediately 
put to the vote

e
 If the Board decides in favour of closure the Chairman shall 

declare the debate closed. The Board shall thereafter vote only on the one 
or more proposals moved before the closure. 

， ⑷ ， 
before 



Rule 37 

A member may move that parts of a proposal or of an amendment shall be 
voted on separately. If objection is made to the motion for division, the 
motion for division shall be voted upon. Permission to speak on the motion 
for division shall be given only to two speakers in favour and two speakers 
against. If the motion for division is carried, those parts of the proposal 
or of the amendment which are separately approved shall subsequently be put to 
the vote as a whole- If all operative parts of the proposal or the amendment 
have been rejected, the proposal or the amendment shall be considered to have 
been rejected as a whole. 

Rule 

Each member of the Board shall have one vote. For the purpose 
Rules, the phrase "members present and voting" means members casting 
affirmative or negative vote. Members abstaining from voting shall 
considered as not voting. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

2. HEALTH OP SEAFARERS: STUDY OF THE NATURE AND EXTENT OP HEALTH РКОВЬЕШ OP 
SEAFARERS AND OF THE HEALTH SERVICES AVAILABLE TO THEM (Consideration of draft 
resolution)？ Item 2,8 of the Agenda (Document EB37/Conf.Doc, No. 24) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN drew the Board's attention to the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Direc tor-General on the study of the 
nature and extent of the health problems of seafarers and of the health services 
available to them; 

1. NOTES the report； 

2, TRANSMITS the report to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly; 

of these 
a valid 
be 



RECOMMENDS to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly that all aspects of 
the

 J

hêalth of seafarers be made the subject of full discussions; and 
further 

4, RECOMMENDS to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly to invite IVtember States 
to take all possible steps to improve the medical records of sèafaa^ers 
with a view to obtaining better information on mortality and morbidity 
and to transmit such information systematically to WHO. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT FOR SERVICING COSTS : REPORT BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL: 
Item 6.7.I of the Agenda (Document EB37/2) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Direс tor-General, said that document EB37/2 contained a 

report which the Director-General had prepared, in accordance with the provisions of 

Financial Regulation 6,6, on the establishment of a special account for the servicing 

costs. The report gave the reason for the establishment of that account and 

referred to the fact that the Organization had received funds from different sources 

to cover its servicing costs with regard to certain projects, such as those financed 

under the United Nations Special Fund, various funds-in-trust arrangements and projects 

for which WHO was reimbursed by funds deposited in advance， The normal procedure 

was for the Organisation to receive a percentage figure representing the costs of 

servicing the projects in question. In order to provide for the administration of 

the funds thus acquired，the Dire с tor-General had considered it advisable to establish 

a central account from which staff appointments and other related costs could, be 

financed. The use made of the special account would be reflected in the programme 

and budget estimates proposed annually, on the basis of the latest available data, 



and the status of the account would be indicated in the annual financial report» 

In paragraph 4 of document EB)7/2, the Director-General had suggested a draft 

resolution, which the Board might wish to adopt. The Secretariat would be glad to 

provide any further information required. 

The CHAIRMN invited the Rapporteur to read out the text of the draft 

resolution. 

• • • •. • 

Dr QUIROS, Rapporteur, read out the following text2 

The Executive Board, 

NOTES that, in accordance with Regulation 6,6 of the Financial Regulations,, 
the Director-General has established a "Special Account for Servicing Costs", 
to be used in accordance with the report of the Director-General to the 
Executive Board at its thirty-seventh session. 

Décision: The resolution was adopted. 

4. SPECIAL ACCOUNT FOR OPERATIONS OP CONCESSIONS AT HEADQUARTERS: REPORT BY THE 
DIRECTOR-GENERAL: Item 6.7.2 of the Agenda (Document EB37/6). 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that Document EB37/6 contained the 

Director-General
f

 s report to the Board on the establishment of a special account 

for operations of concessions at headquarters which would come into being when the 

facilities in the new building started to operate. Those facilities included a 

branch bank, travel agency, bookstall and restaurant and cafeteria. All sums paid 

by the various concessionaires would be credited to the account which, to the extent 

possible, would be used to provide for major repairs, the maintenance of installations 



and the： replacement of equipment. The status of the account would be shown in the 

annual financial report. The last paragraph of document EB37/6 contained the 

Director-General
1

 s suggestion for a resolution which the Board might wish to adopt• 

The Secretariat would gladly reply to any questions which members might wish to 

raise in that respect• 

The CHAIRMAN said that he assumed that the Organization would receive only the 

rent paid by the concessionaires. 

Mr SIEGEL said that the Chairman
1

 s assumption was correct• The Secretariat 

considered that the services in question were best operated by commercial enterprises, 

each of which would however pay the Organization a certain amount depending upon the 

nature of the operation• The sums thus derived would be included in the special 

• • . r. .. ... . -• ... •
 ! 

• •.二 ..:• • . .、.. ‘ •••••• • • 

account and it was proposed -that they should be used to replace major items of 

equipment from time to time., as well as to cover expenses for major repairs, 

particularly for the concessions. 

The CHAIRMAN asked the Rapporteur to read out the text of the proposed 

resolution. 

№ HAPPI，Rapporteur, read out the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board 

NOTES that, in accordance with Financial Regulation 6.6, the Director-
General has established a "Special Account for Operations of Concessions at 
Headquarters" to be used in accordance with the report of the Director-
General to the Executive Board at its thirty-seventh session. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 



5. CURRENCY OF PAYMENT OF CONTRIBUTIONS (consideration of draft resolution): 
Item 6.2 of the Agenda (Documents EB)7/5, EB57/Conf.Doc. No. 27) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN said that, following tne Board
1

s consideration of the item at its 

meeting tne previous day, the following draft resolution, contained in EB57/Conf.Doc. 

No. 27, had been prepared by the Rapporteurs: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on currency of payment 
of contributions, as requested by the Executive Board at its thirty-sixth session 
in resolution EB)6.R15; 

Bearing in mind the provisions of Financial Regulation 5.5; 

Recalling resolution WHA2.58 of the Second World Healtn Assembly, which 
established the principle that all Member governments snail have equal rights in 
paying a proportionate share of their contributions in such currencies as may 
be acceptable; 

DECIDES tñat contributions shall continue to be accepted in accordance with 
the provisions of resolution EBJl.Rll. 

The CffiilRMAN also drew the Board's attention to the draft resolution suggested 

in that connexion by tne Director-General and contained in paragraph 8 on page 4 of 

document 

EB37/5-

Dr RAO said the question of the currency of payment of contributions had been 

under consideration since the Organization was established g.nd in the early years it 

had been decided that payment should be effected in United States dollars, Swiss 

francs or pounds sterling. In I96), however, it had been decided that a proportion 

of the contributions to the regular budget could be accepted in tne currencies of those 

countries where regional offices were located. The countries principally affected 

by that decision were those where regional offices were established. For example, 



the Government of the United Arab Republic nad found that other coimtries having 

resources in Egyptian pounds were also paying a part of their contributions in that 

currency, which of course worked to tne disadvantage of the United Arab Republic. 

The same applied to Iridia, since a number of ótñer countries háá rupee accounts arid 

used them to pay a portion of their total contributions to the Or^ganizationV Tt
; 

therefore seemed to him that the draft résolution now proposed by the Rapporteurs 

would be to the disadvantage of those countries where the regional offices were 

located. The position for other countries was of course quite diffërènt: from the 

point of view of foreign exchange, there was no advantage to be gained by any country-

currency, either in full or in part• 

egyptian pounds were freely convertible. 

in paying its contributions in the local 

Furtnermore, such currency as rupees and 

In view of the importance of the subject, 

be deferred either until à later meeting 

thirty-eighth session. 

he therefore proposed that action should 

of tñe Board's present session or until its 

Dr AL-AWADI considered that tne existing system, under which governments were 
...；. : ； . ， -‘‘г ..... : • • .,::. ：‘ ... 

allowed to pay a portion of their contributions in the currency of those coimtries 

where regional offices were located, could only be to tne disadvantage of all 

developing countries. He therefore supported Dr Rao
1

 s proposal that further 

discussion on the matter should be deferred but said that he would vote for the 

draft resolution suggested by the Directôr--General, as cóñtainéd in document EB37/5. 

Dr WATT said that tne existing procedure had been evolved on the assurance that 

it would not work to tne disadvantage of WHO and tnere was no indication that it had 

done so. Essentially, the draft resolution proposed by the Rapporteurs aimed at 



maintaining the status quo until such time as governments had been able to make a 

thorough assessment of their own situation. In his opinion, it was an over-

simplification to state that the procedure only affected tnose countries where a 

regional office was situated. Obviously, otner areas would also be affected, either 

positively or negatively, such as for instance tnose where WHO's activities were most 

extensive. There were also many other countries within the region tnat would have a 

certain interest in the matter and to say that the existing.procedure was not to their 

advantage was to overstate tne case, to his mind, although ñe did not know the extent 

to wiiicii certain countries might nave benefited from the change made in I965. The 

Board should not revert to the previous method until and unless all countries had 

had the opportunity to examine and assess tne matter in relation to their own financial 

situation and, on that basis, to arrive at a decision. He therefore recommended that 

tne Board should adopt the draft resolution prepared by the Rapporteurs
 f
 which would 

have the effect Dr Rao suggested. Then, at a subsequent meeting of the Board or 

Assembly, the matter could be re-examined. Tne whole purpose of the draft resolution 

was to acnieve the best balance; at tne present time, he was not in favour of any 

change in the status quo. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the consensus seemed to be in favour of deferring action 

on the matter until a later meeting or session of the Board. Since the Board was not 

too pressed for time, he saw no objection, to postponing the discussion if the Board so 

agreed. He asked if the Secretariat wisned to comment. 



Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that he had one comment to make which 

might assist the； Board in its consideration of the matter later. The Question of the 

currency of payment of contributions had been considered by tne Board at its twenty-

eighth session. Subsequently, at the Board
1

s thirty-first session, the Director-

General had subnitted a proposal which was designed to assist countries in paying their 

contributions without doing disservice to the Organization. It was for that reason 

that the Secretariat had proposed that the Organization could accept contributions In 

the currency of those countries wiiere Regional offices were located: the primaryг 

objective had been to put forward a proposal which woyld assist as many co\mtrièô as 

possible without any resulting disadvantage to WHO.- , 

The CHAIRMAN said that the matter would be placed on the agenda of the Board
1

s 

penultimate meeting. 

6. COVIMUNITY WATER SUPPLY PROGRAMME: Item 2.10 of the Agenda (Document EB37/33 and 
Corrvl) ... . . ... - ••. - j-.i:-千•二J ::、.”:,：

:

 .—.:」.、... 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, said that the report contained in 

document EB37/35 was submitted by the Director-General in compliance with 

resolution WHA17•斗〇• At the Seventeenth World Health Assembly, a comprehensive report 

on the community water supply programme had been reviewed and certain targets approved 

for the development of the programme. The report now before the Board examined and 

evaluated the progress which had been made since then and indicated further needs 

with a view to accelerating the programme. 

Concrete progress had been made in many developing countries towards the 

provision of safe and plentiful supplies of water but the needs which existed in 

1959, when the programme had been initiated, had still not been met, owing to 

increasing urbanization and industrialization, which had created additional 



requirements for water. The achievements, in terms of capital investment made 

available for the purpose, showed an uneven rate of progress. The intermediate 

goals were being attained in Latin America but, in other regions with even greater 

needs, the point had not yet been reached wliere sufficient funds were being made 

available for the construction of water supply systems. Therefore
 f
 additional -

and, in many cases, substantial - amounts of technical and financial assistance would 

be required if progress was to be made in those countries. 

The Director-General's report analysed the Crganization's past and current • 

assistance to Member States. As a result of sustained efforts to promote the 

interest of Member governments and international bodies, there was an increasing 

awareness of the essential nature of water supplies for the social and economic 

wellbeing of the world; in consequence, the development of national policies and 

programmes to meet that growing need had in many cases been accelerated• It had 

been recognized, in the early stages of planning, that the programme would have to 

be based upon sound national and local institutions of a permanent character if 

significant and continuous progress were to be made and national water policies 

would have to be established to take account of the need for long-range development of 

water resources. It was gratifying to note that that concept was gradually being 

accepted and some examples of the progress made in that direction were given in the 

Director-General
1

 s report• 



Possibly the most vital assistance rendered by the Organization had been in the 

implementation of cototry projects., to which WHO staff were assigned on a continuing 

basis - sometimes for as long as six or seven уеагй - tó vrork closely with government 

officers in promoting, stimulating and strengthening national and local community 

water supply programmes. Annex 1 to the report oonteâned in document EB57/33 listed 

eighty-three, such projects/ indicating the magnitude of the assistance provided. 

The； ；considerable expense vjhich the construction of water supply systems 

entailed, .initially. Лай- Ьеёй a major obstacle to the development of thç programme. 

The problem
1

 of：
1

 determining- the proportion of the funds available nationally, to be 

devoted to community water supplies was one which faced every economic planning body. 

Some assistaiioe with: capital could be expected from external sources, but the bulk 

had to come from within the country itself. The extent to which such capital was 

attracted for community water supply programmes depended upon the degree to which 

they had been prepared, upon a sound technical and financial basis. In that 

. ..¡•“ . ：• . ..... • . ... • :. • 
connexipn^- the Org^ization had madë a serious of fort to assist Member governments 

in the pre-investment phase of water supply operations, and the provision of experts 

on nunierous aspects of -l^ater supply for the preparation of preliminary reports had 

been of vital imporbanee to Member States, Again, зогпе examples of the way in v^hich 

such assistance had been rendered were given in the report. 



The report also emphasized the need for effective management in water supply 

operations, if the successful development of the programme was to be ensured and 

the requisite capital to be attracted both from internal and external sources-

Considerable assistance in that respect had been afforded by the Organization to a number 

of Member countries. 

One of the major objectives of the Organization's water supply programme related 

to the education and training of national personnel to assume the responsibilities for 

the expansion and improvement of the programmes in their countries. All possible 

means of augmenting the skills of existing personnel and of providing additional staff 

to meet the needs of the expanding programme had been considered and suitable 

assistance provided. Annexes 2, 4 and 5 to the report listed the various 

seminars and meetings which had been organized in that connexion for the benefit of 

developing countries. In the Americas during I965 $ approximately thirty courses 

had been sponsored and 900 technical personnel trained; courses had also been 

organized in other parts of the world, including Turkey, the United Arab Republic, 

Pakistan and Malaysia. 

The Organization was also promoting, through its publications, the development 

of better standards, and Annex б to the report listed the publications and meetings 

which related to standards of drinking -water, while Annex 7 provided a list of 

countries where national standards had either been adopted or were under consideration. 

In assisting in the development of water resources, the Organization had 

co-operated closely with the United Nations and its various subsidiary bodies. A 
« 

sub-committee of ACC met regularly to co-ordinate activities and exchange information 



on programmes implemented in that connexiçn. UNICEF had also given due recognition 

to the development of water supplies, particularly as they might directly benefit 

children, and WHO was collaborating satisfactorily with FAO on projects related to 

the sxiryey and developnent of water resources. 

As was indicated in the report, the programme initiated by WHO had led to 

increased interest and support from a number of bilateral organizations : some 

tv/enty countries now provided assistance for the development of water supply 

programmes througin bilateral aid. For example, the United States Agency for 

"''• " ' •' '.•.' ' " '* » r. . . . •••• , - ,. - ；• . ' .— . t'
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International Developnent had to date provided over $ 100 000 000 for loans to 
0'..h：’..、:..

1
.广：，• . . 丫 ： - ' í . . . ‘ Ü / . : .... .‘-..- ...「 

developing countries• 

As far as progress achieved was concerned, the countries in Latin America had 
.• ' • . ... •. .. : : :....”. . ； . .. 

set a target to prpyide services for 70 per cent, of the urban, and 50 per cent, of 
• ». • •••-Г , . - -- • ‘‘ •‘ ........ - • •• • •• ‘ . 

• Я ‘' - 广 

th3 rural у population between 1961 and 1971 • A recent evaluation of the progress made 
• . ： - . . ‘ . . ： … . . . . . . . . . . ： - . . . . . . : . . - •• • . . . 

in Latin America had indicated that, while the urban water supply programme was 

making satisfactory progress, the rural water supply programme was not advancing as 

rapidly. An attempt had also been made to assess the programme
1

 s progress through the 

financial investment being made throughout the world and the table on page 18 of 

. .： . . . . . - . . -、 .•"； ... • • :/•： Г ' •：•• ' 

. . , .-.•：• .... •. .• • 

m . . • ：:… • …"“ 

the report provided the information which the Organization had obtained in that 

connexion from various sources. While the data given were perhaps incomplete, 

sufficient information was available to indicate the major investments made as well 

as the fact that the loans provided were unequally distributed over the different 

regions of the world: 60 per cent, of the total loans made were granted to the 

Americas, where the programme had started much earlier, but external assistance had 

not even begun in South-East Asia. It would be recalled that the study undertaken 



on the urban population needs of seventy-five developing countries had revealed that， 

of the total urban population not served, by the. programme, 15 per cent, were to be 

found in Latin America, per cent, in Africa and 50 per cent• in Asia. Therefore, 

substantial additional assistance was required for Africa and Asia if the programme 

was to make any impact on the population of those continents• 

Prom the table on page 26 of the report, which provided information ón the 

planned programme budget s of the Organization for the period .1963/67，it would be 

noted that increasing amounts were being provided through the regular budget and through 

the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. Nevertheless, the resources 

available to the community water supply account had declined over the years and would 

be exhausted by 1966. It was also evident from the table that the estimated 

shortfall for the programme in 1966 would be more than $ 500 000 while, in 1967, it 

would exceed $ бОО 000, The tables on pages 28 and 29 of the report provided informatior 

on the contributions made to th.0 Special Account for Community Water Supply, the table 

on page 29 relating specifically to the Pan American Health Organization. On 

page JO of the report, there was a further table indicating three countries which 

had received allocations from the United Nations Special Fund for the development 

of v/ater supply programmes. WHO. acted as the executing agency and some $ 4 ООО 000 

would be provided through that source. 

The analysis of the financial resources of the programme demonstrated the 

meagre success of the attempt to mobilize every possible means and indicated the 

gap between those resources and the needs of the programme• The. inescapable 
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conclusion to be drawn was that, unless substantial additional resources were made 
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available both nationally and internationally, progresis would, continue to be below 
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the rate desired. However, if. additional resources became available, there was 
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reason to believe that the goals set for the community water supply programme by the 
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Seventeenth World Health Assembly could be achieved^ 
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Dr KENNEDY, referring to the statement on page 31 of the repor*t that the 
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community water supply programme had been expanded to the limits imposed by its 
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financial resources and. to the fact that the report stressed the need for additional 
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staff both at headquarters and in the regions, said that the programe under its 
• •• • ' . • ‘ . . . . . � ‘ 
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existing staffing pattern could not apparently meet the needs of the developing countries 
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He noted from Section Л.10.5 on page 80 of Official Records No. 146 that the entire 
. . . . . . . . . - , � . . . ..… - . . . - ... � … , “ . . 

headquarters staff for the community water supply programme consisted of three 

engineers. It was difficult to understand how they alone could provide the necessary 
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technical direction and support for a programme of such, magnitude. He therefore 

wished to ask the Director-General whether it would be possible to provide additional 

staff under the regular budget or/ alternativelyv； "under the Spécial Account for 

. '-•-•• • • • - ‘ . Í г •；— . 
‘ : . . . . . . .. ... ‘. . 广

:
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Medical Research, and in that connexion he referred to Official Reoords No. l46, 

page 48l, item 4.10.5 (Community Water Supply), and inquired whether high priority 
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might be given to the provision of the staff there proposed• He ftirthçr noted that 
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on page 568 of Official Records No. 146, reference was made to a seminar on assistance 
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to community water supplies from bilateral sources. In view； of the emphasis placed 
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upon the need, to тоЫНйе
1

 all. possible financial resources so that countries rhight 
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 •- ： . ,. . • 、.， • : . • - - • . . . be assisted in the estabHsJunent： pf, their own water supplies - as expressed in numerous previous resolutions adopted by the Board and the Health Assembly - he 

wondered why that item was relegated to the green pages of Official Records No. 146. 
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Dr AL-AWADI considered that two important aspects of community water supply had 

not been sufficiently stressed in the report*. The first was the problem of pollution 

of water and the second concerned nomadic tribes, who drew their water supply from 

wells- a source which was easily contaminated. He asked whether WHO had any specific 

experience in the matter and said that he would be grateful for any lead which might 

help to solve the problem. 

As far as the administrative arrangements for ensuring an adequate community 

water supply were concerned, he did not know what the experience of other members 

was but in his own country, Kuwait, the actual provision of water was the respon-

sibility of the power and electricity authorities, the health authorities being con-

cerned primarily with the purity of the water. He suggested, therefore, that it 

would be useful in such cases if the Organization could directly approach the 

administrative body responsible, which would facilitate the task of the health 

authorities. 

‘ ；：• • ‘ ‘.... . • . 

Profesôor MUNTENDAM said that the report rightly dealt for the most part with 

water supply in the developing countries. However^ on page 16， it was stated that 

there was considerable doubt as to whether the modest and realistic goals of the 

project would be achieved at the current rate at which safe and adequate means of 

water were being made available to populations in the developing countries. That 

concern applied not only to developing countries but also to the developed countries, 

which now faced difficulties due to the growth in population, urbanization, the 

development of so-called water civilization and, last but not least, the ever-

increasing needs of industry. As a result, the traditional sources of water supply 

from the soil were being gradually exhausted, so that more use had to be made of 



surface water, which in many countries meant the water from large rivers. Such 

rivers, however, were the source that most suffered from industrial pollution. To 

combat such pollution, it was necessary to co-operate internationally and, in that 

connexion, he suggested that Member States should be informed of the recommendation 

cf the Expert Committee on Water Pollution Control, which had emphasized the need to 

create an appropriate river authority by international agreement. He further 

suggested that an additional paragraph should be added to the operative part of the 

dr¿；ft resolution which the Executive Board would submit to the Nineteenth World 

Health Assembly, to read: "Invites Member States to create an appropriate river 

authority by international agreement in all cases where use has to be made of the 

water of international rivers for human consumption.” 

Dr RAO said that in India there were several schemes for Improving the rural 

and urban water supply with the guidance of the United States Agency for 

International Development, WHO and UNICEF. Unfortunately, owing to urbanization 

and industrialization, the population was still increasing tremendously, over-

powering the resources that had been created for water supplies. The Calcutta 

water supply scheme was being assisted by the United Nations and WHO, and UNICEF 

haá made a contribution of $ 100 000 in the form of equipment and transport towards 

rural water supply schemes in seven states. Those projects would probably serve 

as demonstration centres. The training programme was very important and was 

receiving attention. 
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The programme to extend water supplies throughout India had not yet been 

achieved. However, water boards had been set up and investigation divisions 

throughout the country had been established so that data on the situation were 

available. It had been recommended by public health engineers that sewerage schemes 

be implemented at the same time as water supply programmes. The filariasis problem 

was becoming acute in India, which was also faced with the problem of cholera in 

certain areas. The Regional Office for South-East Asia had advised India on the 

best way to solve the problem of improving water supplies in the cholera endemic 

areas. 

There was a great need for all interested agencies to assist in improving 

community water supplies throughout the world, and a need to educate not only 

engineers and public health workers, but also governments, on the importance of water 

supplies. More、 emphasis should also be given to the estimation of ground water 

resources. Finally, seminars on rural water supplies should be held. 

Sir George GODBER felt that the great financial implication involved in the 

problem of water supply tended to induce the view that the problem was insoluble. 

The objective of clean water supply was a world objective that had to be attained 

sooner than later. Otherwise enteric infections could not be controlled. It was 

a problem for all countries. In the last three years in the United Kingdom there 

had been five times as many cases of typhoid fever derived from other countries
1 

defective water supplies as from any indigenous source of infection. 



Dr BENYAKHLEP said Morocco had made considerable efforts to ensure the availa-

bility of drinking-water to more of the population: that was relatively easy in the 

large cities, but the rural areas, as in most developing countries, posed a very 

different problem. WHO had given great assistance in that field. Recently a 

consultant had helped formulate an application for aid from the United Nations. 

Distances complicated the problem in Morocco, especially where nomadism existed. 

There was also the question of typhoid in rural areas, where many cases had occurred. 

The population and public authorities were not always aware how necessary a pure and 

convenient water supply was in the fight against that disease, quite apart from 

vaccinations. The problem was particularly complicated when decisions did not 
“•上•-• • . “ •.-:••、.-,、-, •. •：••. 
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always depend upon the Ministry of Health. It was obviously difficult for WHO to 

bring influence to bear on other ministries with regard to water supply. 

Professor GONZALEZ-TORRES said that iri his country there was a plentiful water 

supply, mostly from wells, in per cent, oí which the water was less than six 

metres underground, in 49 per cent, at between six and fifteen metres an4 in 1) per 

cent, more than fifteen metres. But that water was not hygienic. Through health 

education the people had come to recognize the importance of pure drinking-water, 

which had to be plentiful, so that the development of public health programmes could 

become more effective. A special body had been set up under the chairmanship of 

the Minister of Health and a Ten-Year Plan established for water supply to towns 

with a population of more that 5000, which would be extended to towns with a 

population of 2OOO-5OOO. Social, statistical and sub-soil studies had been carried 

out. The plan had been drawn up by Paraguayan technicians in collaboration with 



the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, WHO, the United States Economic Mission, and 

UNICEF had provided supplies and equipment. A water treatment plant was being set 

up in a small town of 8000 inhabitants near the capital, and was being financed 

almost entirely by AID and by the community, about 25 per cent., for local expenses, 

coming from the Government. When the Inter-American Development Bank had approved 

the relevant contract, engineering and feasibility studies would be carried out in 

seven more towns in the interior. During the present year, as part of the same 

ten-year plan, surveys would be carried out as the basis for water supply projects 

for six more towns, and the programme provided in the same year for the conclusion 

of projects in seven other towns. 

An external loan was forthcoming from the Inter-American Development Bank of 

70 per cent, of the total cost, or about $ 6 million, and the State and the 

communities would each contribute 15 per cent., totalling some $ 2 59〇 000. In 

I966 for the first time, the national budget contained provision for matching the 

international organizations
f

 assistance in respect of staff and operational costs. 

A great deal of assistance had been received from AID and from UNICEF, 

equiprirent from which had enabled the Ministry of Public Health to continue its 

programme of sinking deep wells in schools, communal centres， etc. 



Professor GERIC underlined the importance of WHO's work in training. He 

thought it should be further expanded, particularly with regard to technical staff 

for the public health services. In his own country the taking of sanitary 

engineers into the public health services had given very satisfactory results with 

regard to the progress of environmental sanitation and the soluticû of water supply 

problems• More attention should be given, in the programmes of the technical 

‘ • . - •,； . ..... . . 
faculties, to the needs of the public health services and WHO could help in that 

connexion. Postgraduate courses were even more important. Such a course for 

sanitary engineers, held in Zagreb, had been of great value and several countries 

had sent trainees* Seminars also were valuable. 

Dr WATT said that, unless careful attention was paid to the health aspects of 

the development of water resources, contamination of the environment would result, 

the consequences of which would be disastrous • One of the problems was how to 
• ” • ••； . -

make clear the relationship of health and disease to the development of water 

resources and how to use the resources and technical skills of the Organization so as 

to ensure that the health aspects were not neglected. The table on page lo of 

document EBJ7/33 showed that $ 512 ООО 000 - ten times the budget figure that the Board 

had been discussing earlier as a large amount - was being devoted to development of 

water resources• Compared with that enormous sum, the amount that the Organization 

could spend on the health aspects was very small, so that the problem of making its 

influence felt was a very difficult one. However, a great deal of effect could be 

obtained by small amounts applied in the places where large sums were dealt with as 

a matter of course. He thought it would be useful if attention were paid to knowing 
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more about where schemes for developing and conserving water resources were taking 

place and for WHO to offer assistance in order to ensure that these schemes had no 

adverse effects on human health. In California, for example, there had been 

problems with encephalitis, resulting from inadequate planning of v/ater schemes by-

engineers. Irrigation schemes in Africa had given rise to similar problems. 

There were clear and urgent reasons why health planners should be involved in 

the development of water supply schemes. If that were done when such schemes were 

planned, then the cost of ensuring that they produced their full beneficial effect 

on human health could be made part of the initial investment - and that cost was 

only a small percentage of the total. He felt that there was a block in сœimunica-

tions between those constructing water supply schemes and those concerned with health, 

but that that barrier could be broken down by co-operation with the banks that were 

financing the water development schemes. A great deal had been done in that respect 

in the Americas and he hoped that tbe rest of the world would soon see a similar 

development. 

Dr ALAN paid tribute to WHO, as well as to other international organizations and 

to governments, for the progress achieved in the field of community water supply. 

He emphasized the complexity of the subject • Bound up with the problem of water 

supply was the problem of disposal of waste water, and that of ensuring that the 

water was uncontaminated. In his own country, as elsewhere, a contaminated water 

supply had provoked an epidemic of typhoid fever. Staff were needed to ensure that 

water supplies remained pure, and that posed the problem of training the technical 

staff involved, A further problem was that of health education of the public. 

Moreover, the responsibility for water supplies did not always lie with the health 



authorities, and it was difficult for them to make their influence felt. He took 

the opportunity to thank WHO for the assistance provided to Turkey ih connexion with 

water supplies. 

Professor MACUCH said that the Director-General s report clearly brought out the 

seriousness of the problem and the difficulty of-providing pure water to the whole 

population of the world. ̂  Taking into áecoun-fe the increase in population, especially 

in the developing - count rie s, it became evident that lack of water might, in the next 

decades, paralyse lifê in both the economic and t¿e biological senèe幺•、丄 Gi^ound Water : 

supplies had for some time been insufficient to meet the needs, and the cçst of 
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heating surface water to produce supplies of corre s ponding hygienic quality was high. 

The needs of industry were continuously increasing. It would not be easy to satisfy 
r
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all requirements, and therefore economy in water use needed to be organized on a 
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scientific basis• WHO, with its limited resources, could not entirely remedy the 

unfavourable situation, but it could provide valuable help, especially to the 
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developing countries, by advice, training of specialists, provision of norms for 

water supply projects, etc., and it could facilitate co-operation and exchange of 

experience among Member States • It would be useful to inform Member States at an 

early stage of programmes in preparation, and to notify them in time when specialists 

to work in developing countries were required. 
.. * .. ..、. * - 、：’ . . . .. ' . •
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He was glad to see that the work of WHO in community water supplies was directed 
4
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toward the development of national resources. He supported the Organization
1

s pro-
gramme and the draft resolution suggested by the Director-General• 



Dr JAYESURIA thanked the Director-General for the report contained, in 

document EBJ7/55* He also thanked WHO for its help to many countries, including 

Malaysia, for the planning and execution of training courses for water plant 

operators and waterworks engineers. They had been of immense value in Malaysia 

where, although in urban areas the water supply could bear comparison with that of 

cities in developed countries, much remained to be done in rural areas to ensure 

that rural communities had an adequate supply of pure drinking-water^ He hoped 

that lack of funcís and personnel would not have adverse effects on the programme. 

Dr MARTINEZ said that in his country the water supply problem was so important 

that a separate ministry had been set up to deal with it. There, as in similar 

countries, the rural parts of areas covered by large water development schemes 

rapidly acquired urban characteristics, so that in such areas there were no problems 

peculiar to rural water supplies. However, in rural areas where water supplies 

were to be provided solely for human consumption, the situation was different^ In 

his country it had been found that water supply could not be dissociated from 

cultural factors, from the peoples
1

 mode and philosophy of life, so that it had 

been found necessary, in order to obtain fiinds for the supplies and the co-operation 

of the people in their maintenance, to link the rural water supply programme with 

the,programmes for cultural and economic development. Therefore, priority was 

being given to areas where, simultaneously, other programmes for community develop-

ment were being implemented. 



Dr AL HÜRAIBI said that the problem of water supply' was of the utmost importance 

for Yemen, where the water supply was derived entirely from wells, rainwater and 

other contaminated sources. Only one town had a piped water supply. Most of the 

water drunk in his country was far below minimum standards. Thé problem was 

..... •••.7；-.‘ 

obtaining sources of water and of funds. He asked whether WHO could advise on 

possible, .sources of .water for countries such as his. He would also welcome 

information on Щ0
1

 s experience in the problems of converting sea-water to drinking-
. . . . . . . 、 . . w •- - . * 
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water, which appeared to be the only possible source for some parts of Yemen• 

Sir Herbert BROADLEY (United Nations Children
1

s Fund) took the opportunity to 

thank members who had paid tribute to UNICEF
1

 s help in the field of water supply. 

Although as^istanc^ wjith
t
 water supplies was not one of UNICEF

1

 s biggest activities, 

it did cover qxilte
 c
a： nipber of countries. One of the greatest causes of death 

among very smal3-. children waj? dirt and there inadequate or impure water supplies 

were involved. For that reason UNICEF had co-operated with WHO on a number of 

projects ip t^at field, in connexion with schools, public Health centres and 

rural areas. Help had^mainly consisted of equipment, such as pxjpes, jpximps, cement 

and other articles involved in pure water supplies and environmental sanitation 

requirements. 
r- •• 

At UNICEF's last Board meeting in June 1965 seven additional projects in that 

field had been approved: all of those .had had WHO'S technical èipproval
#
 and would 

be implemented in close co-operation with WHO¿ 丄 They covered British Honduras, 



Colombia, Panama, Venezuela, Taiwan, Afghanistan and Niger. In some the develop-

ment of water supplies was associated with that of health services in general, but 

the water supply aspect was very important in all of them. 

The ajnourit represented by those seven projects was more than $ 1 ООО 000• 

Those were new projects, but many others were still in operation, in which UNICEF 

was co-operating. UNICEF was about to start a global assessment of its activities 

in the fields of environmental sanitation and water supplies to be presented to its 

Executive Board in i960 and in that assessment UNICEF hoped for very close co-

operation from WHO experts • 

* Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, thanked the members of the Board for their 

• ！ . •• . . . . •‘ 

valuable suggestions and comments, which had all been noted and which would be of 

great benefit in developing the programme further. He proposed to comment on the 

major points raised during the discussion, but not to reply to each comment in 

detail. 

The statement on page 31 of the report (document EBJ7/33) referred to by 

Dr Kennedy did not entirely express what had been intended• The table on page 26 

showed clearly that - as he had explained in introducing the document - both WHO's 

regular budget and the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance budget were 

gradually increasing and that the staff was gradually being strengthened• After 

starting with one engineer only, the Organization now had three at headquarters, 

and four of the Regions had special advisers on community water supply. As the 

programme continued to expand, the staff would have to be further strengthened. 



As he had already stated, the stimulating effect of WHO'S activity was so widespread 

that ï>rogràMies were being developed all over the world, but the necessary resources 

were not forthcoming. Thus WHO wás putting out great effort without any corres-

ponding development
:

 of the programme as a whole,、. In the past year WHO had helped 

four Member States to develop community water supply projects, and proposals had been 

submitted to the• United Nations Special Fund for approval; but unfortunately^ only 

one had as yet received any support from the Special Fund. 

- S e v ë r a l members of the Board had pointed out that in many cômtrieis the 

promotion of activities and programmes for water supplies were not the direct res-

ponsibility of ministries of health - an inhibiting factor ±n the promotion of 

programmes. Yet it was obvious that the development of commiidity water supplies 

and the provision of pure and abundant supplies of water were essential to tiie 

improvement of Health. In deciding to support the programme
 4

the World Health 

Assembly liad intended that health -ministries - even if they did not actually handlè 

conmiùhity water supply prógrámmes - should stimulate activity and provide the 

necessary initiative and support. In many cases, as a 'result of WHO'ô effort s, 

ministries of health, though not directly responsible, had channelled cormnunications 

and co-ordinated, activities at the national level; WHO had helped trhem and-was 

- . •. .... .. • 

willing to help any country experiencing difficulties in that respect. 



TWo or three members of the Board had referred to the problem of water supply 
. . . . . . . . . •—— ‘ 

for nomads• Although very willing to assist if so requested, MSO had so far done 

nothing in the matter, and he did not know how the Organization could assist, for 

the problem was really a national one. It was also a rather limited and specialized 

problem, and while the admitted objective of any programme was to provide water for 

everybody, efforts had had to be concentrated mainly on urban supplies, where big 

communities were gathered, and to encouragement and support for major projects• 

The Organization would, however, willingly assist any country with a special problem. 

Professor Muntendam
1

s proposed addition to the draft resolution conformed with 

the Expert Committee ' s recent recommendations • He suggested that it should be 

included as operative paragraph 2, the existing paragraph 2 being renumbered 

Reference had also been made to the importance of developing sewerage systems 

along with water supplies. That was a policy that WHO was following, by recommend-

ing the development of the two systems simultaneously. The only cases where the 

policy was not pursued were where lack of resources made in necessary for governments 

to develop programmes in stages• 

With regard to seminars supported by WHO, he drew attention to page 250 of 

Official Records No. 146, containing (in section l6) proposals for a seminar on 

the integration of community water supplies into the planning of economic developnent; 



and to page 5бо of the-- same volume showing a seminar on ground-water development 

as a Category II projeet• It was coñeeivabüe, if resources becamé available 

fron] , savings, "fehat 1ф;е would: be up—graded. . 

Comments had also been made on the need for information and knowledge con-

cerning development prograxnrnes, to ensure that due account was taken of their 

health aspects and that hazards to health were not increased, and on the question 

of what action WHO could take in the matter. The subjeçt was an important pne^ 

жМсЬ. WHO had, kept çonstantly wider consideration. At ipie irrternatic^al i^vel「.-

ej^eeMent co-oi^ination existed betx^een WHO and FAO ‘ the agency having the major, , 

responsibility for water development programmes《 and in the case of other, pro-. 

grammes with health aspects, WHO did not hesitate to approach the organization 
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HIAHS 
concerned. As a result, with the co-operation of the national health authorities 

provision had been made in many programmes for WHO
1

 s activity which ensured that 

developments such as irrigation or the extension of water systems did not promote 

bilharziasis or other diseases. But co-ordination should really be carried out 

at the national level: it was the health authorities themselves that should kçep 

a watcb, on their одо developmenc pTOgrairaries and ensure, that provision was made to 

take account of the heal-th： aspects. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL referred to comments on the development of programmes, 

particularly in the Americas. The development of the programme in that region 

depended on two factors, the more important being the existence of professional 

sanitary engineers throughout Latin America. The programme could not be imposed 

from outside: pressure was needed from within； at present it was likely to be 

exerted only in the big cities, where there were technicians, 

A great deal had been said about finance in the Americas^ Most of the funds 

for community water supply programmes had been provided by the Inter-American 

Development Bank. There were now two new banks in existence - the Asian Development 

Bank and the African Development Bank, and it was hoped that they could give similar 

assistance in the regions concerned. 

The CHAIRMAN invited attention to the draft resolution on community water supply 

(EB37/Conf.Doc. No. 29), which contained a resolution proposed for adoption by the 

Nineteenth World Health Assembly: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the community water 
supply programme, 

1. TRANSMITS this report to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly; and 

2. RECOMMENDS to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly the adoption of the 
following resolution: 

"The Nineteenth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on community water 
supply； 

Recognizing that the provision of safe and adequate water supplies is 
not only essential for the protection and improvement of individual and 
public health, but is also an essential prerequisite for the success of 
industrial development, housing improvement and general economic 
advancement; 



Noting that soundly conceived and managed water supplies can be 
operated on :a -financiàlly self-：supporting basis and, as such/ are 
becoming increasingly recognized by international, bilateral and national 
lendi雄母geneies as suitable investments; . : 

Noting the results which have been obtained, by WHO, within the 
limits of the staff and finances available, in mobilizing financial 
and technical .адарог*! for pre-investment : surveys and construc tiôn 
programmes ； and ..：•'： :: 

Recognizing that these results, though substantial, are inadequate 
to meet the increasing needs of expanding populations, in addition to the 
accumulated requirements iriherited .from past years, 

1. RECOMMENDS to Member States： 

(i) that realistic goals and programmes be defined in each country 
to i^ectify present inadequacies and to keep pace with community growth 
in the futurej 
y - l'r. •• . . ' . , V ； .. ；- • •• ‘ • . . ' . . . . . 丄 ， 3 ： ' ： ' , . . . . . . : .. . . . . . , • • - . . . . . ' . . .... ; 

(ii) that, wherever necessary, local, regional or national bodies be 
çstabli^h^d for the planning, construction and o p e m M p n of water 
supplies, and that these bodies be vested with the legal, fiscal, 
financial:, and administrative powers necessary to ensure their proper 
functioning； 

(iii) that Ministries of Health, when themselves not directly clothed 
witb： :the responsibiliSy of construction and operation of community 
water supplies, should encourage and support the efforts of such 
other bodies as bear that responsibility； 

(iv) that maximum advantage be taken of technical assistance and 
loan funds available from internat i опа 1 and other agencies fo!r the 
construction of community water supplies； 

(V) that continuing records of needs, and of progress toward 
satisfying those needs, be maintained for comparison with, and 

„ periodic review o f t h e country
 !

 goals and programmes- • and 

(vi) that support of the community water supply programme of the 
World Health Organization be indicated through contributions to the 
Special Account for Community Water Supply. 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General: 

(i) to continue co-operative activities with Member States, and 
with international and other agencieq；, for the stimulation and 
encouragement of community water supply programmes； and 

(ii) to report on the progress of the programme to the Twenty-first 
World Health Assembly.“ 



Не also drew attention to the amendment proposed by Professor Mimtehda.m 

(EB37/Conf. Doc. Nô. 30)，which the Assistant Director-General had suggested should be 

incorporated as operative paragraph 2: 

"INVITES Member States to create by international agreement an appropriate 
river authority in cases where the water of international rivers has to be used 
for human consumption.

n 

Professor MUNTENDAM signified his agreement with the proposal concerning his 

amendment. 

Dr AL-AWADI proposed the following amendments： the words "these bodies should 

work very closely with ministries of health in planning their programmes" to be added 

at the end of sub-paragraph (ii) of operative paragraph 1； the deletion of sub-

paragraph (iii) of operative paragraph 1 as being redundant; and the addition of 

another provision under operative paragraph 1 recommending Member States to establish 

direct communication with the planning boards and the authorities concerned with 

community water supply activities. 

The CHAIRMAN asked for the amendments to be submitted in writing. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL drew attention to a correction to the French text 

of Professor Muntendam's amendment (EB37/conf.Doc• No‘ 30〉： the words "autorité 

ayant juridiction sur les cours d'eau" to be replaced by the words "commission 

fluviale appropriée". 

Dr AIAN proposed that a sentence should be included in the introductory 

paragraph to indicate the Board's unanimous expression of congratulation and 

appreciation to the Director-General for his report. 



Dr DOK) said he rather regretted not having taken part in the general debate, as 

the draft resolution seemed to be concerned with urban populations, whereas in many 

countries the problem of water supply concerned more particularly the rural 

populations. In particular, the reference in the third paragraph of the preamble to 

water supplies operated on a financially self-supporting basis was relevant to urban 

and not to rural areas: he suggested that the paragraph should be deleted. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the fact that the major part of the world's population 

lived in rural and not in urban conditions should be brought out in the draft 

resolution. With regard to Dr Dolo's proposal, it had to be admitted that even the 

best water supplies were not profitable: water had to be paid for 一 by taxes or 

subsidies, or by being sold at production cost or even at a profit - but that was 

something in which WHO should not become involved. He proposed that in the 

paragraph concerned the word "economically
11

 should be inserted before "managed" in 

the first line and that the words "can be operated on a financially self-supporting 

and, as such" in the first and second lines should be deleted. 

Dr RAO thought there should be a separate recommendation on rural water supplies 

as distinct from urban water supplies. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the rapporteurs should prepare an amended version 

of the draft resolution, incorporating the proposals made during the discussion for 

circulation and consideration at a later stage. 

It was so agreed. 



7. DEVELOPMENT OP THE MALARIA ERADICATION PROGRAMME: Item 2.7 of the Agenda 
(resumed): Consideration of Report of Working Party (EB37/conf.Doc. No. 28) 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that a working party had been set up to prepare a draft 

resolution on the development of the malaria eradication programme. He invited 

attention to the draft resolution in EB37/Conf.Doc. No. 28, which contained a 

resolution proposed for adoption by the Nineteenth World Health Assembly. 

Professor MUNTENDAM, Chairman of the working party, introduced the draft 

resolution, which had been unanimously accepted by the working party. In connexion 

with the first paragraph, he pointed out that the word "control" had been avoided 

in view of the Assistant Director-General's explanation on its particular 

connotation as used by the Expert Committee. 

""A 

Dr QUIROS, Rapporteur, read out the draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the development 
of the malaria eradication programme, 

1. CONGRATULATES the Director-General on the report and requests him to bring 
it up to date for presentation to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly； and 

2. RECOMMENDS to the Nineteenth World Health Assembly the adoption of the 
following resolution: 

"The Nineteenth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the develop-
ment of the malaria eradication programmej 

Noting that, during 1965, only one additional country has embarked 
upon an eradication programme; 



Recognizing that the advance towards malaria eradication has 
been slower than had been hoped for and that,

 %
in several countries, 

areas have had to be moved back from the consolidation phas钐 to the 
attack phase; 

Believing that deficiencies in planning and management and 
shortage of material means will continue to be major hindrances to 
better programmes, and that, although technical problems exist, 
administrative failures and financial difficulties frequently con-
tribute to them by delaying full implementation of attack or con-
solidation operations； 

Believing further that a flexible approach in the financing of 
programmes is essential for effectively dealing with technical, 
administrative and operational problems； 

Appreciating, however, that additional areas are now in the 
maintenance and consolidation phases and that two more countries 
have been entered in the WHO official register cf areas where erad-
ication has been achieved； and 

Recognizing that the success of the world-wide malaria erad-
ication programme depends^ first on the sustained effort of govern-
ments to pursue their eradication activities to final achievement 
and to maintain the vigilance necessary to prevent the re-establishment 
of malaria, and, secondly, on the continued assistance of multi-
lateral and bilateral agencies, 

1. URGES governments of countries that have not yet embarked on 
malaria eradication to intensify plans for nationwide malaria prog-
rammes so that malaria eradication may be achieved as quickly as 
possible; 

2, URGES governments of countries where eradication programmes 
are already in operation to undertake regular annual critical 
appraisals of their programmes and to review and revise their 
detailed plans of action where found necessary to meet changing 
situations and to overcome technical or administrative difficulties; 

)• REQUESTS the Director-General to provide, on request, technical 
advice and assistance for these appraisals； 

4. REQUESTS the Director-General to increase the Organization's 
efforts to obtain material assistance with a view to improving 
prograinme effectiveness; and 



5» URGES governments and the supporting multilateral and bilateral 
agencies to continue to accord priority to pre-eradication and erad-
ication programmes so that all such activities may be accelerated as 
far as practicable." 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that in the French text the word "antipaludiques" 

should be inserted after the word "programmes" in the third line of operative paragraph 1 

of the resolution proposed for adoption by the Health Assembly. 

Dr WATT said that, despite the loss of the word “control", he felt that the intention 

in the paragraph in question was clear. It was simply to point out the need to 

establish a system and draw up plans as quickly as possible which would make it possible 

to start the two actions necessary for eradicating malaria, namely s destroying the 

mosquitos which carried the disease and the parasites which caused it, 

Dr RAO proposed that a paragraph should be added emphasizing the importance of 

the maintenance phase, which was not mentioned in the operative part of the draft 

resolution. 

Dr ШОТСН asked whether the "material assistance" referred to in operative para-

graph 4 implied funds from the regular budget or from the Expanded Programme of Tech-

nical Assis tan ce. 

-

Dr KEITA, replying to Dr Rao as a member of the working party, said that it had 

been considered advisable not to include any reference to the maintenance phase in a 

resolution which was already rather long, since malaria eradication was no longer in 

its initial stages and people were familiar with the problems. 



In replying to. Dr Macuch, he said there were many possible sources of finance； 

it was betters to leave the matter to the Director-General without specifying any 

details. 

Dr AL-AWADI asked how much material assitance was expected. 

Dr RAO, in reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN, proposed the inclusion of 

the following additional operative paragraph: 

"REQUESTS governments to take early steps to establish basic health 
services for the maintenance phase, which would also serye for the 
eradication of other communicable diseases." 

Dr KEITA said he was surprised at Dr Al-Awadi
!

s question, since no one had 

questioned a similar provision in the resolution approved on the smallpox eradica-

tion programme. It would be impossible for the Director-General to reply without 

some study. 

Dr DIBA wondered whether Dr RAO would be satisfied with a reference to the 

need to establish small centres for the malaria eradication programme which could 

later serve as nuclei for the basic health services. If the proper basic health 

services were insisted on might impede governments in getting their programmes 

under way. The system had worked very well in Iran. 

Dr HAPPI, also referring to Dr Rao's amendment, said that since basic health 

services were in any case essential for malaria eradication programmes, there was 

no point in setting up a separate service for each phase of the programme. 



Dr BENYAKHLEP supported Dr Rao
1

 s amendment, as it might be an additional 

encouragement to Member States to set up the basic health services which were 

necessary for combating other diseases as well as malaria. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that further discussion should be deferred until 

Dr Rao
1

s proposed amendment had been circulated. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 1 2 p . m . 


